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Introduction
Purpose of Publication
This publication is intended to help you represent yourself and others in fair
hearings when there is a dispute about the number of In-Home Supportive Services
(IHSS) hours you need. This information packet will also help you prepare for the
County IHSS worker's initial intake assessment or the annual review. Doing a self
assessment will help you figure out how many hours you think you need and what
to point out to the worker who does the assessment.
This publication is also intended to explain many changes that have happened in
the past year regarding how IHSS services are now administered in California.
This revision includes changes in the IHSS program since PAI’s IHSS SelfAssessment and Fair Hearing Packet was last updated in 2002. Some issues which
existed even prior to the recent changes are now addressed here with the intent to
provide a more comprehensive overview of the IHSS system.
References to “IHSS” in this publication generally will refer to all IHSS current
programs: the Medi-Cal Personal Care Services Program (PCSP), the new
Independence Plus Waiver (IPW) Program, and the original residual IHSS (IHSSR) Program.
How the IHSS programs are Administered
IHSS is administered by the California Department of Social Services (CDSS).
Eligibility for IHSS in each county is determined by the county welfare (or social
services) departments (CWD). Medi-Cal is administered by the California
Department of Health Care Services (DHCS). Eligibility for Medi-Cal (for
individuals who do not receive SSI) is also determined by the CWD. However,
separate units of the CWD determine IHSS and Medi-Cal eligibility at the county
level. The CWD is also responsible for administering the provision of IHSS
services, such as handling payrolling transactions.
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Where to Find the Applicable Laws
Statutes
The statutes governing the IHSS residual program are located at Cal. Welf. & Inst.
Code §§ 12300 through 12317.2. The statute governing the PCSP is located at Cal.
Welf. & Inst. Code § 14132.95. The statute governing the IPW is located at Cal.
Welf. & Inst. Code § 14132.951. These statutes can be found at:
http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/calaw.html and then check “Welfare and Institutions Code,”
click “Search,” and click the set of code section numbers you wish to review.
Manual of Policies and Procedures
The State regulations for the IHSS and PCSP programs are called the Manual of
Policies and Procedures (MPP.) The MPP sections covering the IHSS Residual
and the IPW programs are at MPP §§ 30-700 through 30-776 are found here:
http://www.dss.cahwnet.gov/ord/CDSSManual_240.htm
The MPP sections covering the PCSP Waiver are at MPP § 30-780 and can also be
found at: http://www.dss.cahwnet.gov/ord/CDSSManual_240.htm
All County Welfare Directors’ Letters
In some of the sections below we refer to Department of Health Care Services
(DHCS) All County Welfare Directors’ Letters (ACWDLs). The State Legislature
has authorized DHCS to implement the new IPW program through the use of
ACWDLs and similar publications instead of following the standard rulemaking
process. Cal. Welf. & Inst. Code § 14132.951(h)(1). ACWDLs can be found at:
http://www.dhs.ca.gov/mcs/mcpd/MEB/ACLs/ and then click on “ACWDLs” and then
the year.
All County Letters and All County Information Notices
We also refer to Department of Social Services (DSS) All County Letters (ACLs)
and All-County Information Notices (ACINs). ACLs are informational and serve
to provide explanatory materials for regulations, material of general interest, or
interim procedural information and may also be used to trigger required responses
by all counties when the basic authority for such is in regulation. (MPP § 17001.4.) Those can be found at: http://www.dss.cahwnet.gov/lettersnotices/default.htm and
then click “ACLs” or “ACINs” and then the year.

Availability of Applicable Laws for Non-Internet Users
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One set of regulations and handbook materials (including ACLs) of the
Department of Social Services, the Welfare and Institutions Code, the Health and
Safety Code, and other laws relating to any form of public social service must be
made available to the public during regular office hours in each central or district
county office administering public social services and in each local or regional
office of the department. Cal. Welf. & Inst. Code § 10608; MPP § 17-017.
Although this publication is an attempt to provide a more complete description of
the IHSS system than prior Disability Rights California publications, this guide
does not cover everything about how the IHSS program works. Please feel free to
call us if you have more specific questions about what is covered here or questions
about other areas this guide does not cover.
These materials are based on laws in effect at the time of publication. Federal
and state law affecting the IHSS system can change at any time. If there is any
question about the continued validity of any information in this publication,
contact Disability Rights California.
Disability Rights California will monitor the development of conforming state law
and regulations, so that revised state laws and regulations can be incorporated into
later supplements and editions of this publication. For further information on the
development of federal and state law and regulation, or clarification, please contact
Disability Rights California.

Disability Rights California encourages reproduction of this
document.
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DISABILITY RIGHTS CALIFORNIA (DRC), is a private, nonprofit
organization that protects the legal, civil and service rights of Californians who
have developmental or mental disabilities. Disability Rights California provides a
variety of advocacy services, including information and referral, technical
assistance, and direct representation. For information or assistance with an
immediate problem, call:
Disability Rights California
Toll Free: (800) 776-5746
9:00 AM to 5:00 PM - Monday through Friday
San Diego Area Office
1111 Sixth Ave., Suite 200
San Diego CA 92101
(619) 239-7861
TTY – (800) 576-9269

Central Office
100 Howe Ave., Suite 185-N
Sacramento, CA 95825
Legal Unit - (916) 488-9950
Administration - (916) 488-9955
TTY – (800) 719-5798
Los Angeles Area Office
3580 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 902
Los Angeles, CA 90010
(213) 427-8747
TTY – (800) 781-5456
Fresno Satellite Office
567 W. Shaw Avenue
Fresno, CA 93704
(559) 476-2000
TTY – (800) 719-5798

San Francisco Bay Area Office
1330 Broadway, Suite 500
Oakland, CA 94612
(510) 267-1200
TTY – (800) 649-0154

Disability Rights California receives funding under the Developmentally Disabled
Assistance and Bill of Rights Act and the Protection and Advocacy for Mentally Ill
Individuals Act. Any opinions, findings, recommendations or conclusions
expressed in this publication are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
the views of the organizations which fund Disability Rights California.
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Chapter 1 Overview of the Law and the System
Background
In Home Supportive Services (IHSS) is an alternative for individuals who might
otherwise be placed in a facility when they are unable to care for themselves in
their own home. Cal. Welf. & Inst. Code § 12300(a); MPP 30-701.1. IHSS
provides basic services to individuals who cannot safely perform the services
themselves due to physical or mental incapacity. MPP 30-756.32; 30-761.25.
Personal care services, domestic services, and paramedical services are just a few
of the types of services available under IHSS.
History and Funding of IHSS Programs
Changes have been made in how IHSS is funded. Most IHSS services were part of
the Medi-Cal program with half paid by the federal government and half with State
and county funds. However, some services and cases were only State and county
funded. The recent changes brought under Medi-Cal most of the services and
cases that before were only funded by State and County funds under the original
residual IHSS program. Now half of the costs for those services and cases are
federally funded. There are now three IHSS programs: (1) The original residual
Program (very few people remaining under this program); (2) The Independence
Plus Waiver; (3) Medi-Cal Personal Care Services Program.
Old State IHSS Program
IHSS provides a set of services to individuals who require assistance in activities
of daily living and other services to remain safely in their own homes. These
services include domestic services, services related to domestic services (related
services), personal care services, paramedical services, and protective supervision.
At some time in the distant past, none of these services were provided under MediCal. They were provided under the old state IHSS program through only state and
local funds.
Personal Care Services Program
In the early 1990's, the state shifted all of the services that it believed it could into
the Medi-Cal program in order to receive federal financial participation for
providing these services. The state called this new program the Personal Care
Services Program (PCSP). The state could not shift all of the services at that time
(or so it thought) because some of the services were: 1) non-medical such as
protective supervision, domestic and related services that were not provided
ancillary to personal care services, and the restaurant meals allowance; 2) provided
by spouse or parent providers (federal Medicaid rules prohibit payment for
1

personal care services provided by relatives of a Medicaid beneficiary); 3) services
in which payment for the services was made directly to the beneficiary, i.e.
advance pay (federal Medicaid rules generally allow only medical vendor
payments); and 4) provided to individuals with a share of cost (federal Medicaid
rules generally require the same share of cost for all Medi-Cal beneficiaries--the
IHSS program has a lower share of cost).
Therefore, the state shifted everything to PCSP except the following:
1. All protective supervision services
2. The restaurant meals allowance
3. All services for individuals who need domestic or related services only
4. All services for individuals who have spouse or parent providers
5. All services for individuals who receive payment in advance (advance pay)
6. All services for individuals who have a share of cost for Medi-Cal
7. All individuals who are not eligible for full-scope Medi-Cal
These seven categories continued to be funded under the old state IHSS program,
which came to be called the IHSS Residual (IHSS-R) program. Some people
could receive services under both PCSP and IHSS-R, for example people who
received protective supervision but did not have a spouse or parent provider.
These individuals received protective supervision under the IHSS-R program but
received all other services under PCSP. These are called "split cases." By
contrast, an individual who had a spouse or parent provider and received protective
supervision would receive all services under the IHSS-R program.
Shortly after the PCSP program began, the state shifted individuals with a share of
cost into the PCSP program by paying the difference between the Medi-Cal and the
IHSS share of cost. This is called buy-in. Of course, an individual who did not
qualify for PCSP for some other reason, e.g., the individual had a spouse or parent
provider, remained in the IHSS-R program.
In 2004, the state was able to shift funding for everyone else who has full scope
Medi-Cal from the IHSS-R program to the Medi-Cal program. It did this by
shifting protective supervision and non-ancillary domestic and related services into
the PCSP program. The other services that ordinarily cannot be funded under
Medicaid because of relative provider and medical vendor payment rules were
shifted into a new Medicaid waiver called the Independence Plus Waiver (IPW).
Independence Plus Waiver Program
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Before, there were certain IHSS cases that could not be covered by Medi-Cal
because of federal Medicaid rules. Those were cases where the provider was the
parent of a child under age 18 or the spouse, where there was advance pay, or
where someone got a meal allowance instead of time authorized for meal
preparation and food shopping. These cases are now covered by Medi-Cal under
the IPW.
All of the rules that apply to the original IHSS-R program also apply under the
IPW. However, some program rules changed because of the switch to Medi-Cal:
(1) Some who paid a share of cost for IHSS no longer do so: Persons who
qualify for Medi-Cal with no share of cost under the A&D FPL Program;
children who qualify for Medi-Cal with no share of cost because the income
of a stepparent is not counted under Medi-Cal as it was under the original
IHSS-R program; persons who qualify for Medi-Cal without a share of cost
under the Pickle program for persons who used to receive SSI but are not
eligible now because their Social Security disability or retirement income
went up faster than the SSI grant.
(2) Children and spouses who qualify for Medi-Cal through institutional
deeming under a home and community based waiver (like the waiver
administered by regional centers) also can qualify for IHSS services
provided by a parent or spouse, including protective supervision services
where authorized.
In addition, the provider income received by the spouse or parent will not count
under any Medi-Cal program. The parent’s provider income remains Medi-Cal
exempt until the child reaches age 21. However, there are no longer split cases
because of requirements under the IPW. That means that no more than 195 hours a
month total can be authorized for a non-severely impaired IHSS recipient who
receives services from both a spouse and someone else or from both the parent of a
minor and someone else. DHS ACWDLs 05-21, 05-26, 05-29, 06-04, 06-19; DSS
ACLs 05-05, 05-05E; DSS ACIN 1-28-06.
The IPW program is a Social Security Act section 1115 demonstration program.
The type of waiver is an "Independence Plus" waiver. This is a type of waiver that
CMS has come up with recently to assist in implementing the Olmstead decision.
The Section 1115 waiver category is a broad category that allows for waiver of
program requirements in a number of Social Security Act programs, including
Medicaid. This is somewhat different from the Social Security Act section 1915
3

waivers, which allow for waiver of freedom of choice requirements (i.e. managed
care waivers), or provide for Home and Community Based Services (HCBS).
Statutory authority for Section 1115 waivers is very broad, but CMS has developed
a number of administrative limitations on waiver authority, such as the requirement
that a Medicaid beneficiary can be in only one Section 1115 waiver. This is why
individuals cannot be in both the IPW and the Senior Care Action Network
(SCAN) waiver, but can be in the IPW and an HCBS waiver. (See ACIN No. 128-06, Question 1.)
All IHSS services for individuals with spouse and parent providers will be
provided under the IPW. (See ACIN No. 1-28-06, Question 4.) This includes
protective supervision, which can still be provided by parent providers just as
under the old system. (See ACIN No. 1-28-06, Question 9.) However, all
services, including protective supervision, will now be funded under Medi-Cal
through the IPW, rather than under the IHSS-R program. All of the old restrictions
on spouse and parent providers apply, such as restrictions on working outside of
the home. (See ACIN No. 1-28-06, Question 6, 8.) All of the non-restrictions also
apply. (See ACIN No. 1-28-06, Question 12, 13.)
A person who is eligible for the IPW will no longer be eligible to receive services
under the IHSS-R program to the extent those services are available under the
IPW program. A person will not be eligible to receive services under the IPW to
the extent those services are available under the PCSP program.
IHSS Residual Program
Individuals who are not eligible for full scope Medi-Cal (and therefore cannot
receive services under PCSP or IPW) continue to receive services under the IHSSR program. (See ACIN No. 1-28-06, Question 1.) They can receive limited-scope
Medi-Cal. (Id.)
Recipients who remain in the IHSS-R program are those who have been
determined eligible for IHSS-R services, but who are not eligible for federally
funded full-scope Medi-Cal, such as non-citizens under the five year ban.
Recipients in the IHSS-R program are eligible for Medi-Cal only if they have had a
Medi-Cal eligibility determination by a Medi-Cal eligibility worker and meet
Medi-Cal eligibility criteria for coverage under one of the Medi-Cal programs
appropriate for their status.
IHSS-R, IPW, and PCSP Programs
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IHSS-R, IPW and PCSP operate as a single program. The Medi-Cal statutes that
cover IPW and Medi-Cal personal care services says that original IHSS residual
program rules are to be followed when authorizing services. (Welf. & Inst. Code
§ 14132.951(e); Welf. & Inst. Code § 14132.95(i). When people say “IHSS” they
usually are referring to all three programs. Most people’s services are covered by
the Medi-Cal PCSP where the federal government pays for half the cost of services
under regular Medicaid program rules– just as the federal government pays for half
the cost of other Medi-Cal services. If the services are being provided by the
spouse or the parent of a minor, or if there is advance pay or restaurant meal
allowances, and the recipient is an unrestricted Medi-Cal beneficiary, then the
services are covered under the IPW because of federal Medicaid rules. Persons not
eligible for unrestricted Medi-Cal must receive their IHSS services under the
IHSS-R Program. Protective supervision used to be covered only under the former
IHSS residual program but is now available under all three programs.
Recent Changes
The changes in IHSS funding have resulted in some positive and some negative
changes in eligibility for IHSS services, and calculation of maximum hours. These
changes are described below.
Protective Supervision Services and Cases Where Only Domestic and Related
Services are Authorized are Now Covered Under Medi-Cal.
Before, cases where only domestic and related services were authorized were
covered under the original residual IHSS program. Hours authorized for protective
supervision also were only covered under the original residual IHSS program.
During the approval process of the IPW program, California also sought and
obtained federal approval to amendments in its State Plan to include protective
supervision and cases where only domestic and related services are authorized.
Now, funding for these cases is available under PCSP in addition to the IPW and
IHSS-R programs. The change is retroactive to May of 2004.
Home and Community Based Services (HCBS) Waivers Now Provide Access
to All IHSS Services
The Developmental Disabilities (DD) HCBS waiver, as well as other HCBS
waivers provide for something called institutional deeming. Although this may
seem counterintuitive, institutional deeming is a good thing. This is because
institutional deeming provides that income of a spouse or parent of a child under
age 18 will not be deemed to a Medi-Cal beneficiary who is in an institution.
Community deeming provides that income of a spouse or parent of a child under
age 18 will be deemed to a Medi-Cal beneficiary who is living in the same
5

household as the spouse or parent. Community deeming often made it impossible
for an individual to live at home because the deemed income of the spouse or
parent often made the individual ineligible for Medi-Cal. The individual would
qualify for Medi-Cal only if placed in an institution.
Under the old IHSS system, if someone received Medi-Cal under an HCBS waiver,
such as the DD waiver, and they also received PCSP, they would receive all of the
Medi-Cal benefits, including PCSP, with zero share of cost. However, if the
individual needed protective supervision, there would be a share of cost for
protective supervision. This is because protective supervision was only available
under the IHSS-R program and there was no institutional deeming under that
program. Community deeming was always applied.
Under the new system, all people with full-scope Medi-Cal will receive services
under the Medi-Cal program. This means that institutional deeming will apply
across the board. This is true both for people who receive their services under
PCSP and under IPW. (See ACIN No. 1-28-06, Question 10.) Community
deeming will continue to be applied to people who continue to receive services
under the IHSS-R program.
Parent and Spouse Providers of HCBS Waiver Recipients Now Permitted
Before, if someone qualified for Medi-Cal under one of the Nursing Facility
Waivers or under the Waiver for Persons with Developmental Disabilities, that
person would not qualify for services provided by a spouse or, if a minor, a parent.
Now that individual may receive IHSS services with a parent or spouse provider
under the IPW.
Advance Pay/ HCBS Nursing Facility Waiver Cases Grandfathered
HCBS waiver budgets of enrollees who used to receive residual IHSS will not be
reduced by the IPW Program. The California Department of Health Services
(DHS) authorized “Grandfather” protection for persons who were enrolled on
December 1, 2004, in one of the Home and Community Based Services (HCBS)
waivers administered by the DHS’ In-Home Operations (IHO) and who were also
receiving In-Home Supportive Services (IHSS). Waiver enrollees are subject to an
individual cost-effective cap that counts all Medi-Cal services including HCBS
waiver Medi-Cal services. Not counted against the individual cost effectiveness
budget were IHSS services not covered under Medi-Cal: advance pay, parent or
spouse provider services, and protective supervision. Under the IPW and
clarification of services coverable under Medi-Cal outside the demonstration
waiver, all of these services are now covered under Medi-Cal. So that HCBS
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waiver enrollees would not have their IHSS services count against their individual
budgets thereby reducing what could be covered as waiver services, DHS agreed to
“grandfather” or freeze HCBS enrollees’ budgets.
No More Share of Cost for Some Medi-Cal Beneficiaries
In the past, if someone had income too high to qualify for SSI but could qualify for
Medi-Cal with no share of cost under the Aged & Disabled Federal Poverty Level
(A & D FPL) Program or as a “Pickle”, that person probably would have had a
share of cost if he or she elected to receive advance pay. Now that individual may
receive IHSS services with advance pay without a share of cost under the IPW.
Interplay of Protective Supervision between IHSS Programs
The Medi-Cal program distinguishes between severely and non-severely impaired
when authorizing protective supervision hours 1 . If you are non-severely impaired,
you cannot be authorized more than 195 protective supervision hours in a month.
The total maximum amount of hours you can receive for all services is 283 hours
in a month whether you are severely or non-severely impaired. If you are nonseverely impaired and receiving services under PCSP, you will be authorized 195
hours for protective supervision plus the other hours authorized or the difference
between your other hours authorized and 283, whichever is less.
Example: The county determines you need protective supervision. The county
authorizes 70 hours for services other than protective supervision and determines
that you are non-severely impaired. You would be authorized a total of 265 hours
– 70 hours plus 195 protective supervision hours. If you instead had been
authorized 100 hours for services other than protective supervision, then the total
hours you would be authorized is 283 because that is the maximum number of
hours that can be authorized in a month.
If you are non-severely impaired and receiving services either under the IPW or
IHSS-R programs, you will be authorized up to 195 hours maximum, regardless of
your protective supervision and additional personal care services needs. In this
situation, it may be worth the effort trying to establish severely impaired status
through the self-assessment process covered in Chapter 4 to obtain more hours if
you are being served under the IPW or IHSS-R programs. Otherwise, if you are an
IPW recipient, you may want to consider changing the conditions in which you
1

To figure out if you are a “severely impaired” or a “non-severely impaired” recipient, please
refer to the section entitled “Monthly Hours-Severely vs. Non-Severely Impaired” in Chapter 2
explaining how those categories are determined under IHSS law.
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receive services in order to gain eligibility under PCSP to obtain additional hours.
The ways in which to do so are discussed below.
Hourly Cap under PCSP for Protective Supervision Only Cases
The change provides that for non-severely-impaired individuals, protective
supervision hours are limited to 195 hours, while non-protective supervision hours
may be provided in addition up to a combined maximum of 283. (See ACIN No.
1-28-06, Question 15.) This seems to be designed to treat former split case
beneficiaries who are non-severely impaired and now receive all services including
protective supervision under the PCSP program the same way they were under the
Residual program. However, there is no authority in the law for limiting protective
supervision hours to 195 hours because there is no such limitation under the PCSP
program.
Welfare and Institutions Code section 14132.95(g), which governs the PCSP
program, provides: "The maximum number of hours available under the In-Home
Supportive Services program pursuant to Article 7 (commencing with Section
12300) of Chapter 3, Section 14132.951, and this section, combined, shall be 283
hours per month."
Since protective supervision is provided based on a 24-hour need for the services it
must be provided up to the maximum available hours. This is 283 for the PCSP
program.
Elimination of Split Cases
There are no more "split cases," i.e., non-severely disabled people who receive
services under both the Residual and PCSP programs. People will receive all
services under either PCSP, IPW, or the IHSS-R program. Full-scope Medi-Cal
beneficiaries who have spouse or parent providers, receive advance pay, or receive
the restaurant meals allowance will receive all services under the IPW. All other
full-scope Medi-Cal beneficiaries will receive all services under the PCSP
program. All limited-scope Medi-Cal beneficiaries, and beneficiaries who are not
eligible for Medi-Cal, will receive all services under the IHSS-R program.
This is bad because it may result in a reduction in the maximum hours that some
individuals can receive. Under the IHSS-R program there is a limitation of 283
hours per month for individuals who are "severely impaired," i.e. who need 20
hours or more per week of personal care services and/or meal preparation, and 195
hours per month for individuals who are "non-severely impaired," i.e., who need
less than 20 hours per week of those services. Under the PCSP program, there is
8

no distinction between individuals who are severely or non-severely impaired. The
283 hour limit applies to both groups. Protective supervision hours under the
Residual program were limited to 195 hours per month, but additional nonprotective supervision hours could be provided under the PCSP program for a
combined total hours up to 283 per month.
Therefore, a non-severely impaired individual who had both a spouse or parent
provider and a non-spouse or parent provider would receive services from the
spouse/parent provider under the Residual program and from the nonspouse/parent provider under the PCSP program. Also an individual who did not
have a spouse or parent provider, and who needed protective supervision, would
receive protective supervision under the Residual program and other IHSS services
under the PCSP program. In both cases, the non-severely impaired individual
could receive IHSS-R program benefits up to a maximum of 195 and additional
PCSP program benefits up to a combined maximum of 283.
This does not make a difference for "split cases" transferred to the PCSP; the 283
maximum under PCSP continues to apply. This also does not make a difference
for individuals who have only a spouse or parent provider. Those individuals were
limited to 195 hours under the IHSS-R program if non-severely impaired. The
same rules apply under IPW. However, this does make a difference for "split
cases" transferred to the IPW, namely individuals who have both a parent/spouse
and non-parent/spouse provider. (See ACIN No. 1-28-06, Question 5, 15.) These
individuals will have their maximum hours reduced to 195.
How to Deal with the Split Cases Elimination
The limitation on split cases is not an issue for advance pay beneficiaries. An
individual must be severely impaired in order to receive advance pay. Therefore,
maximum hours were 283 for severely-impaired beneficiaries under the IHSS-R
program and continue to be 283 for severely-impaired beneficiaries under the IPW.
The limitation on split cases may be an issue for individuals who receive the
restaurant meals allowance. Individuals with the restaurant meals allowance who
receive the maximum grant of 195 hours (if there is anyone in that category) may
want to give up the restaurant meals allowance and receive hours for meals so that
they can be transferred to the PCSP program. They may also want to consider
disconnecting their stove so that they can qualify for the restaurant meals
allowance under the SSI program if they want to continue to have restaurant meals
rather than meal services under IHSS.
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It also may be possible to qualify an IPW beneficiary for PCSP by having a nonspouse/parent provider only.
It may be possible to increase the maximum hours by qualifying someone as
severely impaired. Therefore, look carefully at the hours assessed for personal
care and meal preparation. Very often counties assess this at 19.5, or some other
figure close to 20, for the purpose of denying the severely-impaired maximum
hours. If these hours are increased to 20 per week, the individual qualifies for 283
hours per month under the PCSP, IPW or IHSS-R programs.
If you are faced with a reduction due to the program change, please contact
DISABILITY RIGHTS CALIFORNIAor OCRA. Here are some questions that
will give us the information that we need to evaluate these cases:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Did you get a notice of action?
What is the date of the notice?
When did you get the notice?
Is there a reduction in your hours?
What are the old hours and what are the new hours?
Does the notice say you need hours for personal care and meal
preparation? How many hours?
Do you have a spouse or parent provider?
Do you receive protective supervision?
Do you receive Medi-Cal?
Do you receive a restaurant meals allowance from IHSS? (It will say on
the notice.)
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Chapter 2 Services Under the IHSS Programs
Descriptions of IHSS Services
A. Domestic Services
Sweeping, vacuuming, and washing/waxing floors; washing kitchen counters and
sinks; cleaning the bathroom; storing food and supplies; taking out garbage;
dusting and picking up; cleaning oven and stove; cleaning and defrosting
refrigerator; bringing in fuel for heating or cooking purposes from a fuel bin in the
yard; changing bed linen; changing light bulbs, and wheelchair cleaning and
changing/recharging wheelchair batteries. (MPP 30-757.11; ACL 06-34E,
Appendix B)
B. Related Services
Laundry
Gaining access to machines; sorting laundry; manipulating soap containers;
reaching into machines; handling wet laundry; operating machine controls;
hanging laundry to dry; folding and sorting laundry; mending and ironing.
(renumbered as MPP 30-757.134; ACL 06-34E, Appendix B)
Shopping and Errands
Compiling a list; bending, reaching, lifting, and managing cart or basket;
identifying items needed; transferring items to home and putting items away;
telephoning in and picking up prescriptions; and buying clothing. (renumbered as
MPP 30-757.135; ACL 06-34E, Appendix B)
Meal Preparation
Meal preparation includes such tasks as planning menus; removing food from
refrigerator or pantry; washing/drying hands before and after meal preparation;
washing, peeling, and slicing vegetables; opening packages, cans and bags;
measuring and mixing ingredients; lifting pots and pots; trimming meat; reheating
food; cooking and safely operating stove; setting the table; serving the meals;
puréeing food; and cutting the food into bite-size pieces. (MPP 30-757.131; ACL
06-34E, Appendix B)
Meal Cleanup
Meal cleanup includes loading and unloading dishwasher; washing, rinsing, and
drying dishes, pots, pans, utensils, and culinary appliances and putting them away;
storing/ putting away leftover foods/liquids; wiping up tables, counters,
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stoves/ovens, and sinks; and washing/drying hands. (MPP 30-757, 132; ACL 0634E, Appendix B)
Note: Meal cleanup does not include general cleaning of the refrigerator,
stove/oven, or counters and sinks. These services are assessed under “domestic
services.”
(MPP 30-757.132; ACL 06-34E, Attachment B)
C. Personal Care Services
Ambulation
Assisting the recipient with walking or moving from place to place inside the
home, including to and from the bathroom; climbing or descending stairs; moving
and retrieving assistive devices, such as a cane, walker, or wheelchair, etc. and
washing/drying hands before and after performing these tasks. “Ambulation” also
includes assistance to/from the front door to the car (including getting in and out
of the car) for medical accompaniment and/or alternative resource travel. (MPP
30-757.14(k); ACL 06-34E, Appendix B)
Bathing, Oral Hygiene, and Grooming/Routine Bed Bath
Bathing
Bathing (Bath/Shower) includes cleaning the body in a tub or shower; obtaining
water/supplies and putting them away; turning on/off faucets and adjusting water
temperature; assisting with getting in/out of tub or shower; assistance with
reaching all parts of the body for washing, rinsing, drying, and applying lotion,
powder, deodorant; and washing/drying hands. (MPP 30-757.14(e); ACL 06-34E,
Appendix B)
Oral Hygiene
Oral Hygiene includes applying toothpaste, brushing teeth, rinsing mouth, caring
for dentures, flossing, and washing drying hands. (MPP 30-757.14(e); ACL 0634E, Appendix B)
Grooming
Grooming includes combing/brushing hair; hair trimming when the recipient
cannot get to the barber/salon; shampooing, applying conditioner, and drying hair;
shaving; fingernail/toenail care when these services are not assessed as
“paramedical” services for the recipient; and washing/drying hands. (MPP 30757.14(e); ACL 06-34E, Appendix B)
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Note: Bathing, oral hygiene, and grooming does not include getting to/from the
bathroom. These tasks are assessed as mobility under “ambulation services.”
(MPP 30-757. 14(e); ACL 06-34E, Appendix B)
Routine Bed Bath
Routine Bed Bath includes cleaning basin or other materials used for bed sponge
baths and putting them away; obtaining water and supplies; washing, rinsing, and
drying body; applying lotion, powder, and deodorant; and washing/drying hands
before and after bathing. (MPP 30-757.14(d); ACL 06-34E, Appendix B)
Dressing
Washing/drying of hands; putting on/taking off, fastening/unfastening,
buttoning/unbuttoning, zipping/unzipping, and tying/untying of garments,
undergarments, corsets, elastic stockings, and braces; changing soiled clothing; and
bringing tools to the recipient to assist with independent dressing. (MPP 30757.14(f); ACL 06-34E, Appendix B)
Care and Assistance with Prosthetic Devices
Assisting with the self-administration of medication; taking off/putting on,
maintaining, and cleaning prosthetic devices, vision/hearing aids; and
washing/drying hands before and after performing these tasks. (A MPP 30757.14(i); CL 06-34E, Appendix B)
Bowel and Bladder Care
Assisting with using, emptying, and cleaning bedpans/bedside commodes, urinals,
ostomy, enema, and/or catheter receptacles; application of diapers; positioning for
diaper changes; managing clothing; changing disposable barrier pads; putting
on/taking off disposable gloves; wiping and cleaning recipient; assisting with
getting on/off commode or toilet; and washing/drying hands.
Note: This does not include insertion of enemas, catheters, suppositories, digital
stimulation as part of a bowel program, or colostomy irrigation. These tasks are
assessed as “paramedical” services.
(MPP 30-757.14(a); ACL 06-34E, Appendix B)

Menstrual Care
Menstrual care is limited to the external application of sanitary napkins and
external cleaning and positioning for sanitary napkin changes, using and/or
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disposing of barrier pads, managing clothing, wiping and cleaning, and
washing/drying hands.
Note: In assessing “menstrual care,” it may be necessary to assess additional time
in other service categories such as “laundry,” “dressing,” “domestic,” “bathing,
oral hygiene, and grooming.” Also, if a recipient wears diapers, time for menstrual
care should not be necessary. This would be assessed as part of “bowel and
bladder care.”
(MPP 30-757.14(j); ACL 06-34E, Attachment B)
Transfer
Assisting from standing, sitting, or prone position to another position and/or from
one piece of equipment or furniture to another. This includes transfer from a bed,
chair, coach, wheelchair, walker, or other assistive device generally occurring
within the same room.
Note: Transfer does not include assistance on/off toilet. This task is assessed as
part of “bowel and bladder” care. Changing position to prevent breakdown and
promote circulation is assessed as “repositioning/rubbing skin.”
(MPP 30-757.14(h); ACL 06-34E, Appendix B)
Repositioning/Rubbing Skin
Rubbing skin to promote circulation and/or prevent skin breakdown; turning in bed
and other types of repositioning; and range of motion exercises which meet the
criteria of MPP 30-757.14(g)(1)(2)(A); ACL 06-34E, Appendix B)
Note: Repositioning and rubbing skin does not include care of pressure sores (skin
and wound care). This task is assessed as part of “paramedical’ services.
Ultraviolet treatment (set up and monitor equipment) for pressure sores and/or
application of medicated creams to the skin is assessed as part of “care and
assistance with prosthetic devices.”
(MPP 30-757.14(g); ACL 06-34E, Appendix B)
Feeding
Assisting with consumption of food and assurance of adequate fluid intake
consisting of eating or related assistance to recipients who cannot feed themselves
or require other assistance with special devices in order to feed themselves or to
drink adequate liquids. Eating task includes assistance with reaching for, picking
up, and grasping utensils and cup; cleaning face and hands; and washing/drying
hands.
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Note: This does not include cutting food into bite-size pieces or puréeing foods, as
these tasks are assessed in “meal preparation services.”
(MPP 30-757.14(c); ACL 06-34E, Appendix B)
Respiration
Respiration is limited to non-medical services such as assistance with selfadministration of oxygen and cleaning oxygen equipment and IPBB machines.
(MPP 30-757.14(b); ACL 06-34E, Appendix B)
D. Protective Supervision
Protective supervision is watching people with severe mental impairments so they
don’t hurt themselves living at home. An IHSS provider may be paid to watch a
disabled child or adult to prevent injuries or accidents, when the person needs 24hour supervision and can remain safely at home if it is provided. It is available for
monitoring the behavior of nonself-directing, confused, mentally impaired, or
mentally ill persons. MPP 30-757.17.
Protective supervision does not include friendly visiting or other social activities.
This service is not available when the need is caused by a medical condition and
the form of supervision required is medical. It is not available in the anticipation
of a medical emergency. Protective supervision is also not available to prevent
anti-social or aggressive recipient behavior. MPP 30-757.172.
Protective supervision may be authorized when the social worker determines that a
twenty-four hour need exists and whether you can remain safely in your own
home. Social workers also determine that the entire twenty-four hour need for
protective supervision can be met through a combination of IHSS, alternative
resources. MPP 30-757.172.
The regulations require IHSS workers to discuss with you, or your guardian,
conservator, or parent if you are a minor, the appropriateness of out-of-home care
as an alternative to protective supervision. MPP 30-757.173.

E. Paramedical Services
Paramedical services are activities that recipients would normally provide for
themselves but for their limitations. These services are activities which, due to the
recipient’s physical or mental condition, are necessary to maintain the recipient’s
health. These services are provided when ordered by a licensed health care
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professional and provided under the direction of the licensed health care
professional. The time allowed is based on time indicated by the health care
professional. Cal. Welf. & Inst. Code § 12300.1; MPP 30-757.19.
Paramedical services include administration of medications, puncturing the skin,
inserting a medical device into a body orifice, activities requiring sterile
procedures, or other activities requiring judgment based on training given by a
licensed health care professional. Tube feeding, tracheostomy care and suctioning,
catheter insertion, ostomy irrigation and bowel program are considered to be
paramedical. MPP 30-757.19(c); 30-756.4; 30-780.1(a)(9); 30-780.2(g).
These services are provided by persons who ordinarily provide IHSS and at the
same rate of pay as regular IHSS services. MPP 30-757.195.
In order to provide paramedical services, the county must have a signed and dated
order from a licensed health care professional. The order must include a signed
statement of informed consent saying that the individual has been informed of the
potential risks arising from the recipient of the services. MPP 30-757.196; 30780.2(e); Appendix F – Paramedical Form
F. Transportation Services
Payment is available for the accompaniment by a provider when the recipient’s
presence is required at a destination and assistance is needed to accomplish the
travel. Travel is limited to transportation to and from appointments with doctors,
dentists and other health practitioners and for fittings for health related
appliances/devices and special clothing where Medi-Cal will not provide
transportation. It also includes transportation to sites where the individual receives
in-home supportive services from alternative resources in lieu of IHSS. Cal. Welf.
& Inst. Code 12300(b); MPP 30-757.15; 30-780.1(b)(5).
G. Restaurant and Meal Allowances 2
A person who has adequate cooking facilities at home but whose disabilities
prevent their use has an option to receive a restaurant meal allowance in lieu of
meal planning, meal preparation, and meal clean up. A recipient who receives a

2

This benefit is only available through the IHSS-R and IPW programs. The restaurant and meal
allowances benefit is not available under PCSP. Under limited circumstances, you may be able
to increase your monthly hours by electing to waive this benefit, which would effectively
transfer you from the IPW to the PCSP for more hours. This option is not available if you
receive restaurant meal allowances through the IHSS-R program because you are ineligible to
receive services under the PCSP due to your limited scope Medi-Cal status.
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restaurant meal allowance as part of his/her SSP grant cannot receive a restaurant
meal allowance from IHSS. (renumbered as MPP 30-757.133.)
H. Heavy Cleaning
Heavy cleaning involves thorough cleaning of the home to remove hazardous
debris or dirt. Generally, this service may only be authorized at the time IHSS is
initially granted or where there has been a lapse in IHSS eligibility for over 12
months and services are re-established. Heavy cleaning may also be authorized
when living conditions result in a threat to the recipient’s health or safety or result
in the risk of eviction for failure to prepare one’s home for fumigation as required
by statute or ordinance. MPP 30-757.121; MPP 30-780.1(b)(6).
I. Yard Hazard Abatement
Yard hazard abatement is light work in the yard which may be authorized for
removal of high grass or weeds, and rubbish when this constitutes a fire hazard.
This service is also available for the removal of ice, snow or other hazardous
substances from entrances and essential walkways when access to the home is
hazardous. MPP 30-757.161-2; MPP 30-780.1(b)(7).
J. Teaching and Demonstration
Teaching and demonstration services are provided by IHSS providers to enable
recipients to perform for themselves services which they currently receive from
IHSS. Teaching and demonstration services are limited to instruction in those tasks
covered under the domestic, related, personal care, and yard hazard abatement
services categories. Teaching and demonstration services shall be authorized for
no more than three months and only when there is a reasonable expectation that
there will be a reduction in the need for a specified IHSS service as a result of
these services. MPP 30-757.181-4.
K. Respite
Respite care is temporary or periodic service for eligible recipients to relieve
persons who are providing care without compensation. California Welfare and
Institutions Code section 12300(f). When the recipient is under eighteen years of
age and is living with the recipient’s parent(s), IHSS may be purchased from a
provider other than the parent(s) for up to eight hours per week for periods when
the parent(s) must be absent from because of employment, education or vocational
training, unable to perform services because of physical and/or metal reasons or
when the parent is absent form the home because of ongoing medical, detail or
other health related treatment.. MPP 30-763.444.
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Things You Should Know
1. Monthly Limits- Severely v. Non-Severely Disabled
If you are severely impaired, you are entitled to (a) secure your own IHSS or
Medi-Cal Personal Care Services provider even in contract agency counties and (b)
advance payment so that you may pay your workers rather than waiting for the
state computer to pay them afterwards.
To determine whether you qualify as a "severely impaired" recipient, add up the
"essential" service categories labeled on the worksheet with an asterisk (See
Appendix C). If they total 20 hours or more a week (including services not
provided through IHSS) 3 you qualify as severely impaired. If you have been
determined to need protective supervision, how many protective supervision hours
you receive will depend on whether or not you are “severely impaired.”
If you are determined non-severely impaired and you receive services under the
PCSP, you will receive up to 195 hours of protective supervision a month plus any
Medi-Cal personal care services up to a maximum of 283 hours per month for all
services. If you are not eligible for services under the PCSP program because your
provider is your spouse, your parent if you are a minor, you receive advance pay,
restaurant meal allowance, then your total hours cannot exceed 195 hours a month
under the IPW or IHSS-R programs.
If you are determined to be severely impaired, then your protective supervision
hours will be 283 hours per month regardless of weather you are under PCSP,
IPW, or the residual IHSS program.
2. Unmet Need
The needs assessment form filled out by the IHSS worker must indicate, among
other things, any unmet need for IHSS. (MPP 30-761.274; Appendix G – Needs
Assessment Fact Sheet) Unmet need is the difference between the total number of
hours for which services are needed and the maximum number of hours for that
person. For example, a person needing 12 hours of IHSS-type services per day and
who is assessed at 283 hours per month has a total of 77 hours per month of unmet
3

A proper assessment identifies services also provided through alternate resources —
such as assistance with bowel and bladder care provided at a day program or school. To
determine whether or not someone qualifies as severely impaired, you count both the service
hours to be paid through IHSS and service hours provided at no cost to the IHSS program.
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needs. (12 hours x 30 days = 360 hours needed per month. 360 hours needed – 283
hours assessed = 77 hours of unmet need.)
In 1992, the State passed a law authorizing a 12 percent across-the-board cut in
IHSS services to all recipients which remained in effect for several months. For
recipients who had documented unmet needs, the reduction was applied first
against the unmet need.
If you have considerable unmet IHSS needs and you are enrolled in one of the
Home and Community–Based Services waiver programs administered by DHCS’
In-Home Operations, you have the option of receiving waiver personal care
services (WPCS) to help reduce that unmet need. For more information on WPCS,
see the section on these services in Chapter 3.
3. Shared Living Arrangements
When you live with a roommate or attendant, the need for domestic, related, and
certain other services may be prorated. MPP 30-763.3. The main exceptions are
able and available spouses and children recipients under 18 years living with their
parents. These exceptions are addressed more specifically in Chapter 3. The
following guidelines are used for prorating services based on shared living
arrangements:
Domestic Services and Heavy Cleaning
The living area in the house is divided into areas only you use, areas used in
common with others, and areas not used by you. No need will be assessed for
areas you do not use. The need for services in common living areas shall be
prorated to all housemates, with your need being your prorated share. For areas
used only by you, the assessment shall be based on your individual need. MPP 30763.31.
Related Services
When your need is being met in common with other housemates, the need will be
prorated to all housemates involved, and your need is your prorated share. When
the service is not being provided by a housemate, and is being provided separately
to you, the assessment shall be based on your individual need. MPP 30-763.32.
Protective Supervision
The need for protective supervision will be assessed based on your individual need
except when you live with one or more IHSS recipients and you both require
protective supervision. In that case, the need will be treated as a common need and
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prorated. However, if prorating results in one recipient’s assessed need going over
the maximum hours, the apportionment of need will be adjusted between the
recipients so that all, or as much of the common need for protective supervision
may be met within the payment and hourly maximums.
No need for protective supervision exists during periods when a provider is in the
home to provide other services. MPP 30-763.33.
Teaching and Demonstration
The need for teaching and demonstration services will be assessed based on your
individual need, except that when you live with one or more IHSS recipients and
you both have a common need, the need will be met in common when feasible.
MPP 30-763.34.
Yard Hazard Abatement
The need for yard hazard abatement will not be assessed in shared living
arrangements, except when all housemates fall into one or more of the following
categories: (1) other IHSS recipients are unable to provide such services; (2) other
persons are physically or mentally unable to provide such services, or (3) the other
housemates are children under 14 years. MPP 30-763.352.
Transportation, Paramedical, and Personal Care Services must be based
your individual need. MPP 30-763.351.
4. Payment for Services
If you are receiving personal care or paramedical services, or are severely
impaired, you are not required to accept services from any specific person, unless
your guardian, conservator, or parents--if you are a minor—has chosen the
provider. Preference is to be given to the provider chosen by you. Cal. Welf. &
Inst. § 12304.1; MPP 30-767.3; 30-767.5(a); 30-769.735.
5. Payment Methods
An IHSS provider may be paid by one of four ways: (1) from the state by
submission of a timesheet to the county IHSS office; (2) directly from you if you
receive advance payment; (3) from an agency contracted by the county; or (4) from
the county as a county employee.
Timesheets
IHSS pays providers twice a month. Pay periods run from the 1st of the month to
the 15th, and from the 16th to the end of the month.
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Timesheets for individual providers are submitted twice a month, on the 15th of the
month and at the end of each month. Payment to the provider is usually made
within 10 days. Timesheets that are not appropriately signed and dated will be
returned to the recipient, which could delay payment to the provider.
Providers for persons receiving advance payment must submit a time sheet only at
the end of each month. In each case, you are responsible for signing the time sheet
and assuring that the hours and services claimed are what were received during that
pay period. If you are unable to sign the timesheet, a person authorized by you can
sign on your behalf.
Advance Pay
Advance payment is not available to you if you receive services through PCSP
because of federal Medicaid law restricting payment in advance of services being
provided.
Under the IHSS Residual and IPW programs, if you are assessed as severely
disabled, you have the right to receive advance payment for IHSS services. The
county is required to inform, in writing, any potentially eligible person about
advance payment. Any amounts advanced will be minus all required employee
deductions. After one year of IHSS services, you may choose to receive this
payment through electronic transfer. Cal. Welf. & Inst. § 12304(a), (c); 12304.3;
MPP 30-701(d)(3); 30-769.73. However, given recent rule changes, you will not
be able to receive direct deposit and will also experience a delay in payment if you
have a share of cost. ACL 06-13. For further information, see Chapter 6.
The county has a right to stop advance payment to you if you: (1) are using your
payment for other than the purchase of authorized services; (2) have not submitted
timesheets at the end of each month; or (3) have not paid your providers timely.
MPP 30-767.133.
6. Hiring/Firing Providers
If service is provided through a nonprofit consortium contracting with a county or
by a public authority established by the county, you retain the right to hire, fire and
supervise the work of your IHSS provider. Cal. Welf. & Inst. § 12301.6(c)(1);
12301.6(h).
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Attached at the end of this publication as Appendix A is a copy of a DSS
publication explaining the process of hiring and firing your IHSS provider. (PUB
104).
7. Rate of Pay
Generally, the rate of pay for an individual provider is the California minimum
wage rate, although a county may set a higher rate.
[Cal. Welf. & Inst. Code §12300(h)(2); 12301.6(c)(3); 14132.95(j); MPP 30-765.2]
Payment of a supplement to increase the hourly rate is prohibited.
[Cal. Welf. & Inst. Code §12300(h)(2); 141342.95; 141342.951(g); 42 CFR
447.15] However, if you are receiving the maximum hours, additional help may
be paid directly to the provider to address your unmet need. The provider may also
be paid directly for time in-between tasks. Others are permitted to pay the provider
directly to spenddown your share of cost.
Additionally, persons receiving IHSS hours may often need further assistance in
types of services that are not provided by IHSS. These may be in community
services, activities outside of the home, learning to ride the bus, facilitating
medical appointments, etc. You establish the rate for non-IHSS hours.
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Chapter 3 Eligibility for IHSS
Who Is Eligible for IHSS?
A person is eligible for IHSS who is a California resident who is living in his or
her own home, and who meets one of the following conditions:
(1) Currently receives SSI/SSP benefits at the individual rate 4 .
(2) Medically needy aged, blind or disabled. Cal. Welf. & Inst. Code
§14132.95.
(3) Meets all SSI/SSP eligibility criteria, except for income in excess of
SSI/SSP eligibility standards.
(4) Was once eligible for SSI/SSP benefits, but became ineligible because of
engaging in substantial gainful activity, and meets all of the following
conditions:
(a) The individual was once determined to be disabled in accordance with
Title XVI of the Social Security Act (SSI/SSP)
(b) The individual continued to have the physical or mental impairments
which were the basis of the disability determination
(c) The individual requires assistance in one or more of the areas
specified under the definition of "severely impaired individual" Cal.
Welf. & Inst. Code §12305.5
(MPP 30-755.1)
(5) Is participating in one of California’s HCBS Waivers through institutional
deeming.
Eligibility is determined at the time of application, at twelve month intervals, and
anytime information is received about changes in the individual's situation. MPP
30-755.21. An IHSS recipient has responsibility to report any change of eligibility
status to the county IHSS office within 10 calendar days of any change. MPP 30760.14.
4

A person who receives the SSI out-of home board and care rate does not qualify for IHSS. This
is considered to be nonmedical out-of-home care. The SSI board and care rate includes care and
supervision for that individual. MPP 30-701(o)(2); MPP 30-763.72.
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What are the Income and Resources Eligibility Requirements?
You meet the financial eligibility requirements for IHSS if you receive SSI. If your
income is too high to be eligible for any SSI, you are still eligible for IHSS with a
share of cost representing the difference between your other income less $20 and
the applicable SSI grant level. Please refer to Chapter 6 for more information
about meeting your share of cost.
Also, it may be possible for you to be eligible for zero share of cost Medi-Cal (and
thus, zero share of cost IHSS) under the A & D FPL program. For more
information about the A & D FPL program, go to: http://www.paica.org/pubs/524401.pdf and http://www.pai-ca.org/PUBS/545001.pdf.
Your personal property may not exceed $2,000 for an individual or $3,000 for a
couple. Personal property that is not considered in determining your resources
includes the home you own and in which you live and one automobile needed for
transportation to medical appointments or work.
Am I Eligible for IHSS as an Immigrant?
If an applicant is an alien permanently residing legally in the U.S., he or she may
be eligible for IHSS to the extent permitted by federal law. An alien is eligible for
services only if he or she has been lawfully admitted for permanent residence, or is
otherwise permanently residing in the United States under color of law
(PRUCOL). No aid will be paid unless evidence as to eligible alien status is
presented. [Cal. Welf. & Inst. Code §§ 11104, 12305.6; MPP 30-770.41; 20 CFR
416.1615(a); 20 CFR 416.1618(b)-(e).]
I Plan on Leaving the State for Some Time. Can I Continue to Receive IHSS?
If a person receiving IHSS is absent from the state for 30 days or longer, it is
considered to be a possible change of residence that will affect eligibility. If a
person leaves or is leaving the state for 30 days or longer, the county IHSS office
must be notified. In some instances eligibility may continue until his or her return,
or payment for IHSS may be made out of state. MPP 30-770.42.
Is it Possible to Begin Receiving IHSS Immediately?
If you meet the presumptive eligibility criteria, and you meet the other eligibility
criteria, you can receive IHSS under PCSP or the IPW program immediately on an
interim basis if you have yet to establish Medi-Cal eligibility. The presumptive
eligibility means you do not have to wait until a final decision is made on your
Medi-Cal eligibility before your IHSS can start. If, after you start receiving
presumptive Medi-Cal, you are told you are not eligible, you can appeal and
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continue receiving IHSS (and Medi-Cal) during your appeal. The presumptive
eligibility criteria for Medi-Cal are the same as those for SSI 5 .
Under the IHSS-R, a disabled applicant’s eligibility for IHSS may be presumed if
the applicant is not employed and has no expectation of employment within the
next 45 days, and if in the county's judgment the person appears to have a mental
or physical impairment that will last for at least one year or end in death. MPP 30759.31, MPP 30-759.8; MPP 30-761.11.
Am I Automatically Eligible for Medi-Cal if I Become Eligible to Receive
IHSS?
No. Not any longer. Under the old system, if you applied for IHSS and were
found eligible under the IHSS-R program, you automatically were found eligible
for Medi-Cal. Now if you are one of the few people only eligible for IHSS under
the original residual IHSS program, you will separately apply for Medi-Cal. The
application will be handled by a County Medi-Cal eligibility worker, not by a
County IHSS social worker.
If you applied for IHSS covered by Medi-Cal and you were not already a Medi-Cal
recipient, the County IHSS social worker would handle both your application for
IHSS and your application for Medi-Cal. Now Medi-Cal applications are only
handled by County Medi-Cal eligibility workers.
If you qualified for IHSS with a share of cost you received only one notice of
action about your share of cost under the IHSS program. Now you will receive
two notices of action: one notice of action will come from the Medi-Cal program
to tell you your share of cost under the Medi-Cal ABD MN program; another
notice of action will come from the IHSS program to tell you your share of cost as
a recipient of IHSS. The IHSS share of cost is the amount you have to pay (or
incur an obligation to pay) after the state pays the difference between the Medi-Cal
maintenance need level and the higher applicable SSI/SSP grant level. DHS ACL
05-21; DSS ACL 05-05.
5

Cal. Code Regs. 22 § 50167(a)(1)(C). Cancer which is expected to be terminal despite
treatment; paraplegia or hemiplegia; severe mental retardation with an I.Q. less than 50; absence
of more than one limb or amputation of a leg at the hip; total blindness or deafness; hemiplegia
due to a stroke more than three months ago; cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy or muscle
atrophy with marked difficulty in walking requiring the use of two crutches or a walker or a
wheelchair; diabetes with the amputation of one foot; Down's Syndrome with an I.Q. of 59 or
below; end stage renal disease requiring chronic dialysis or transplant; or AIDS.
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Once I am Eligible, How Far Back Can I Bill Medi-Cal For IHSS Services
Already Provided?
Medi-Cal program rules allow applicants to request Medi-Cal coverage for the
three months prior to the month of application, if the applicant incurred a cost for a
covered health care service in that retroactive month.
One of the requirements of Medi-Cal’s three-month retroactivity provisions [22
CCR §50197, §50148] is that the recipient actually receives health care services in
the retroactive month. This requirement means the services must have been
actually received. An unmet need supported by a subsequent assessment would
not qualify for Medi-Cal reimbursement. In addition, because the PCSP program
reimburses recipients directly for services received and paid for, proof of payment
must be provided in the form of cancelled checks or such similar proof as DHS
may require. No reimbursement will be made unless the recipient provides a
statement of necessity from a medical provider.
Although it has not yet been made explicit, there is a presumption that the three
month retroactive eligibility rule also applies to the IPW program because it too is
a Medi-Cal program. Retroactive eligibility under the IHSS-R program is limited
to the date of the application for IHSS services.
I Have Just Been Cut Off of SSI Due To Excess Income? Will I Lose My
IHSS Too?
IHSS recipients under both the PCSP and IPW programs must not have their cases
terminated solely because the recipient is terminated from SSI/SSP.
Medi-Cal benefits may not be terminated for recipients if their termination is based
upon the discontinuance of their SSI/SSP eligibility (other than individuals
discontinued due to death or incarceration.) The law requires, except in certain
cases, that the counties evaluate every Medi-Cal case set for termination for
possible eligibility on any other basis before any action to terminate Medi-Cal
eligibility is taken. Craig v. Bonta (ACL 03-03)
This law is inapplicable to persons receiving services under the IHSS-R Program
because those individuals would not be eligible for SSI/SSP in the first place.
What Does the State Mean by “Own Home?”
A person’s “own home” is defined as the place in which an individual chooses to
reside. An individual’s “own home” does not include an acute care facility, skilled
nursing facility/intermediate care facility, community care facility, or board and
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care facility. A person receiving an SSI/SSP payment for a nonmedical out-ofhome living arrangement is not considered to be living in his or her own home.
MPP 30-701(o)(2).
I Want to Live with My Best Friend who will be My Attendant but My
Application Was Denied Due to “Licensing Restrictions.” Should I Appeal?
Yes. Under the Community Care Facilities Act, any facility, place, or building that
provides care and supervision or that accepts residents who demonstrate a need for
care and supervision must be licensed. Cal. Health and Safety Code § 1500 et seq.
The Act recognizes that family members who care for physically disabled relatives
do not fall within the purview of the Act. Cal. Health and Safety Code § 1505(k).
The licensing process is also not required if the housing and “care and supervision
is provided by a “close friend” or “significant other.” Grimes v. State Department
of Social Services. 70 Cal.App.4th 1065, 1073-4. An otherwise eligible person may
not be disqualified for IHSS because he or she chooses to live in the home a friend.
I am Married. Can My Spouse be My Attendant?
If the person with a disability is living with a spouse, the spouse or anyone else
may be the paid IHSS provider of non-medical personal care services (see category
4 on the enclosed worksheet form) and paramedical services. If the spouse leaves
full-time employment or is prevented from obtaining full-time employment
because no other suitable provider is available and, as a result, there is a risk of
inappropriate, out-of-home placement or inadequate care, the spouse also may be
paid to provide protective supervision and to accompany the disabled recipient as
necessary to medical appointments. If the spouse is not able or available, these and
the other IHSS services may be provided by others. "Not available" includes time
when the spouse is out of the home because of work or for other necessary reasons,
or when the spouse is sleeping or meeting the needs of other family members.
IHSS FOR CHILDREN
1.

Which IHSS Services May Children Receive?
a.

Personal care services (bathing, toileting, dressing, feeding, assistance
with ambulation, etc.).

b.

Related services (meal preparation, planning and cleanup, laundry, food
shopping).

c.

Paramedical services if prescribed by a doctor (injections, catheters, tube
feeding, suctioning).
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d.

2.

Protective Supervision (24-hour monitoring and supervision to prevent
injury). See Chapter 5 for further information.
•

Not routine child care or supervision.

•

Must show difference between disabled child and other children of
same age.

e.

No Domestic Services

f.

Theoretically, if the parents are not IHSS providers, they can be
authorized at least 8 hours per week of respite when parents are shopping,
doing errands, or doing other things for the family.

When May Children Receive IHSS?
a.

When disabled and low-income (receipt of SSI means automatic
eligibility)

b.

If income too high for SSI, may qualify with share of cost 6 .

c.

If parents are out of the house working, school, training 7 .

d.

If parents are unable to provide care due to disability or illness.

e.

If parents are sleeping or caring for other family members.

3(a). When Can a Parent be Paid as an IHSS provider?
a.

If the parent quit job or can't get a job because he or she must care for the
disabled child, AND

b.

If no other suitable care provider is available (willing and able), AND

c.

If the child is at risk of out-of-home placement or inadequate care.

d.

If both the parents live in the home, one parent may get paid when the
other parent is working, in school, sleeping, or disabled.

6

See if the child would be eligible for zero share of cost Medi-Cal under the A & D FPL
program or through institutional deeming under one of the state’s HCBS Waiver programs,
particularly the DD Waiver if the child is a regional center client.
7
Exception: Under PCSP, a non-parent provider may provide services to an institutionally
deemed child even if the parent is present in the home. (ACL 00-83; ACIN I-28-06.) This is not
possible under the IPW, unless the parent of the institutionally deemed child is physically or
mentally unable to perform services. MPP 30-763.44; ACIN I-28-06. However, there would be
very few (if any) cases of non-parent providers of minor recipients under the IPW as advance
payment election would be the only basis for the minor recipient falling within that category.
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3(b) What about Parent Providers with Two Parent Households?
IHSS regulations impose additional requirements on parent providers for minors
when there are two parents in the household. MPP 30-763.454. Under the
regulations, a parent may receive a payment for as an IHSS provider under a two
parent household only when all of the following conditions are met:
(1) the parent provider leaves, or is prevented from obtaining, full-time
employment because no other suitable provider is available and the inability
of the parent provider to provide services may result in inappropriate
placement or inadequate care,
(2) the non-provider parent is unable to provide the services because he/she is
absent because of employment or in order to secure education, or is
physically or mentally unable to provide the services, and
(3) if the non-provider parent is unable to provide the services due to
employment or educational purposes, payment shall be made to the parent
provider only for services which are normally provided during the periods of
the non-provider parent’s absence as indicated above.
There have been reported cases where this regulation has been ruled invalid
because it exceeds the scope of the statute, which only requires that rule (1) above
be met. The cases reason that if the legislature intended to deny payment for
services to a child to a parent in a two-parent family, the legislature would have
inserted language so providing.
4. I was Told that my Child does not Qualify for IHSS Services Because He is
Too Young. Is this True?
No. Age cannot be a controlling factor in determining whether a particular
personal care or related service should be authorized. The sole IHSS service
limited in this respect is protective supervision, where it is authorized “only as
needed because of the functional limitations of the child.” Cal. Welf. & Inst. Code
§ 12300(d)(4). Had the Legislature sought to extend this limitation to personal
care and related services for children, it would have included this limiting language
as part of those services’ descriptions under the statute.
“The starting point for interpretation of a statute is the language of the statute itself.
Absent a clearly expressed legislative intention to the contrary, that language must
ordinarily be regarded as conclusive.” Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. v.
Bonjorno, 494 U.S. 827, 835 (1990). Therefore, children are entitled to be
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evaluated for personal care and related services just like any other applicant,
irrespective of age, under MPP § 30-756.1.
5. I was Told that My Child does not Qualify for Related Services. Is this
True?
No. The only limitations regarding IHSS provision for individuals under 18 years
old are found at MPP § 30-763.454. While this regulation does, indeed, omit
domestic services, it specifically includes provision of related services at
subsection (a). Perhaps the county is confusing its actual term “services related to
domestic services” under the statute (Cal. Welf. & Inst. Code § 12300(e)(1))
outright with “domestic services” itself.
6. I was Told that My Child does not Qualify for Services Because it is My
Responsibility as a Parent to Provide these Services to my Child. Is this True?
Only if your circumstances fall within the description of what the legislature
defined as the expected parental responsibility towards the care of a child with
IHSS needs. That definition requires parents to care for their children unless the
parent provider leaves, or is prevented from obtaining, full-time employment
because no other suitable provider is available and the inability of the parent
provider to provide services may result in inappropriate placement or inadequate
care. Cal. Welf & Inst. Code § 12300(e).
7. Will the Payments A Parent Receives for Providing IHSS Affect the Child’s
SSI or the Family’s Medi-Cal?
No. Payments will not affect a child’s SSI because this is considered exempt
income under SSI rules. POMS SI 01320.175. When IHSS rules changed to allow
Medi-Cal funding for parent providers under the IPW, these payments became
income and property exempt under all of the State’s Medi-Cal programs for IHSS
provided to children under 21. (ACWDL 05-29, 06-04, 06-19). However,
receiving these payments still may affect the family’s welfare grant.
8.

Can I Get IHSS and Still Get Respite From the Regional Center?

Yes. Respite services from the regional center are different from IHSS. You
should be able to receive IHSS, including protective supervision, without losing
any respite hours. Call DISABILITY RIGHTS CALIFORNIAif the regional
center tries to cut your respite because you receive IHSS.
IHSS FOR PEOPLE WITH PSYCHIATRIC DISABILITIES
1.

Can People with Psychiatric Disabilities Get IHSS?
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Yes. IHSS is not just for people with physical or developmental disabilities.
People with psychiatric disabilities may also qualify if they need help in order to
live in their own home 1 or in the home of a relative.
2.

How Can I Show that IHSS is Needed?

Here are some of the reasons why a person with a disability may need help through
IHSS or personal care services in order to live in their own home or in the home of
a relative or friend:
a.

Need for “prompts” 2 to get up in the morning and go through tasks such as
bathing, grooming, dressing, taking medication, eating. Prompts and
assistance in sequencing are terms to describe the help people need in
starting a task and in going from one step to another. Because of a
person’s disability or the side effects of medication, the person may not be
able to do that consistently without someone present to step them through
the process.

b.

Similarly, “prompts” may be needed to assist the person in going through
the various tasks leading to going to bed at night.

c.

Preparation of meals which a person may not be able to do consistently
and safely alone.

d.

Reminders to eat and drink water.

e.

Shopping, cleaning, laundry, menu planning.

f.

Accompaniment to medical and mental health appointments because the
person cannot safely drive due to the disability or side-effects of
medication, or because the person has problems following through on
appointments without assistance.
1

“Home” may include an apartment you share with other people or a hotel room. You
are not eligible for IHSS or personal care services if you live in a board and care or residential
facility. However, these services may help you move from a board and care to your own
apartment or hotel room.
2

“Prompts” and “Cuing” and “sequencing” are physical and verbal interventions to
overcome a disability barrier to beginning a task, to going through the steps necessary to
complete a task, to following the correct sequence in completing tasks or a task. Functional
limitations that provide a basis for finding a mental impairment for purposes of qualifying for
SSI include “[d]eficiencies of concentration, persistence or pace resulting in frequent failure to
complete tasks in a timely manner. . . .” This is from one of the “B” criteria under mental
impairment listings 12.01, Appendix 1, Subpart P, 20 CFR Part 404. Other “B” criteria include
“[m]arked restriction of activities of daily living” and “...deterioration of adaptive behaviors.”
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g.

3.

Need for monitoring and intervention as “protective supervision” because
a person may see a harmless, benign situation as one which is personally
threatening and one which the person believes requires a response which
could cause self injury. In such a case the person may need his attention
diverted or redirected, help to see there is no threat, or action to prevent
injury.

How Can I Document the Need for IHSS?

Workers from the County Welfare Department who process applications for IHSS
or personal care services work primarily with people with physical disabilities (in a
wheelchair or can’t do things because of severe arthritis) or cognitive disabilities
(mental retardation or a senior with Alzheimer’s). They are not used to
applications from people with psychiatric disabilities. That means the county
worker will need more help from you and the people helping you in order to
understand why you need attendant care help in your home. You will need a letter
from your psychiatrist or the social worker at the clinic you go to or the
psychologist you see or your case manager -- or anyone else who helps you and
knows your needs. The letter should explain the following:
a.

The things you need help with and the kind of help you need.

b.

Why you need that help because of your disability. For instance, the
psychiatrist or social worker or psychologist you see can explain that your
medications plus your disability make it hard for you to get up on time
and go through the other morning steps without help.

c.

How not getting the help you need could mean you are not able to
continue living on your own in your own home or hotel room or
apartment.

d.

How not getting the help you need could make your condition worse. For
instance, without help in getting up regularly every day and in keeping
your apartment in order, your day-to-day life could feel chaotic and lead
you into a crisis. Without help in providing structure and order in your
life, you are at risk of a crisis which could even mean a visit to the
emergency room.

4.
Where Can I Go for Help Getting IHSS?
If you or the people helping you run into problems getting the attendant care
services you need, call Protection & Advocacy at 1-800-776-5746. Ask for an
appointment with an Advocate. The right of people with psychiatric disabilities to
get the IHSS or personal care services they need to live in their own home is a
priority with us.
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What are Alternative Resources?
Social services staff must explore alternative IHSS which may be available from
other agencies and programs to meet the needs of the recipient. MPP §30-763.61.
While counties may offset the total number of hours authorized to you due to
alternative resources, counties are required to consider your alternative resources
when assessing your overall need. MPP §30-763.273. This could make a
difference in you being categorized as “severely impaired” instead of “nonseverely impaired.”
What are Voluntary Services?
If a need for services is assessed and authorized, then with certain exceptions, an
individual can legally be paid to perform the services. Any individual who could
legally be paid to provide IHSS services can volunteer not to be paid to provide
those services. Regulations require counties to obtain a signed Voluntary Services
Certification Form from individuals who agree to render voluntarily any
compensable services. (ACL 00-28)
If an organization provides a portion of the authorized service, it must be
considered as an Alternative Resource rather than a provider. Organizations are
funded by other sources and therefore, cannot be paid via the receipt of IHSS
funds.
Are Regional Centers & Supportive Living Arrangements considered
Alternative Resources?
No. Regional center clients may not be denied IHSS because they receive
supported living or independent living services funded by the regional center.
Regional center funded services that support consumers in their own homes, such
as supported living and independent living services, which are different from or in
addition to IHSS, cannot be used as a basis to deny eligibility for or reduce the
number of hours of IHSS at any time. (ACLs 98-53 & 98-79.)
The county may not deny eligibility for or reduce the number of hours for IHSS to
regional center consumers who receive interim emergency regional center funded
services, which are similar to IHSS, on the grounds that the regional center
services are “alternative resources,” if the regional center reports that the regional
center funded services are being provided until IHSS begins, and the interim
regional center services will end when the county begins funding IHSS. The
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county must fund IHSS back to the date of application, unless the interim services
have been provided at no cost to the consumer.
Both IPP’s and ISP’s should clearly state which services are interim emergency
services that the regional center will fund until IHSS begins and which are
supported living or independent living services that the regional center will
continue to fund.
Is EPSDT an Alternative Resource?
No, EPSDT should not be considered an alternative resource, and IHSS/PSCP
authorized recipient hours should not be reduced because the recipient receives
EPSDT services. EPSDT provides supplemental services that are prescribed by
medical professionals who established the medical necessity of the services, which
is considered distinct from IHSS/PSCP services. (ACL 02-43E.)
Can I Get Multipurpose Senior Services Program (MSSP) Services if I Am
Getting IHSS?
Yes. You can get both. If you are currently getting the maximum number of IHSS
hours, these hours cannot be reduced if you get some in-home help through MSSP.
If you are not getting the maximum number of IHSS hours, any in-home help
through MSSP will not affect your IHSS hours. (ACL 03-11.)
Can I Get Services under the Office of Aids’ Medi-Cal Waiver Program
(MCWP) and Case Management Program (CMP) if I Am Getting IHSS?
Yes. You can be served under all three programs. If you are currently getting the
maximum number of IHSS hours, these hours cannot be reduced if you get some
in-home help through MCWP and CMP. If you are not getting the maximum
number of IHSS hours, any in-home help through MCWP or CMP will not affect
your IHSS hours. (ACL 04-16.)
Are Foster Care Payments Considered an Alternative Resource?
Maybe. There have been reported cases where counties have denied eligibility for
IHSS because the recipient is receiving a specialized foster care rate payment. The
case decisions require the county social workers to conduct needs assessments of
the clients and then determine what services the basic and specialized foster care
rates benefits are intended to cover before reducing or denying IHSS services
based on alternative resources.
Are Adoption Assistance Program (AAP) Benefits Considered an Alternative
Resource?
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AAP provides a cash benefit to families that adopt special needs children. The
purpose of AAP is to remove financial barriers to adoption of children who would
not otherwise have the security and stability of permanent homes, while
simultaneously achieving substantial savings to the state in foster care costs by
reducing foster home care. The amount of the cash benefit is based upon the needs
of the child and the circumstances of the family. The latter term includes “the
family’s ability to incorporate the child into the household in relation to the
lifestyle, standard of living, and . . . the overall capacity to meet the immediate and
future plans and needs, including education, of the child.” But AAP benefits are
not earmarked to pay for any specific service. Welf. & Inst. Code § 16119(d)(1)
and (2). Because AAP funds are not designated for any particular purpose, adoptive
parents have broad discretion to spend or retain the funds. In fact, California Code of
Regulations, title 22, section 35333, subdivision (f)(2), provides that once the
adoption is final, “the adoptive parents shall have the right to use the AAP benefit
to meet the child's needs as they deem appropriate without further agency
approval.” Therefore, counties should not consider AAP benefits an alternative
resource when authorizing IHSS services.
What about Veterans’ Administration Aid and Attendance Payments?
Pursuant to a court order, VA Aid and Attendance payments cannot be counted as
income or treated as an alternative resource. (Clift v. McMahon)
Can I receive IHSS in the Workplace?
Yes. All IHSS recipients are eligible to transfer a portion of their current
authorized service hours to the workplace if they choose to do so. This includes
recipients in all three modes of service delivery for IHSS Residual/PCSP/IPW.
The personal care services are limited to those that are currently authorized for you
in your home and those services are to be utilized by you at your place of
employment to enable you to obtain, retain, or return to, work. Authorized
services you use at your work must be services that are relevant and necessary in
supporting and maintaining your employment. Work place services shall not
replace any reasonable accommodations required of your employer by the
Americans with Disabilities Act or other legal entitlements or third-party
obligations. Cal. Welf. & Inst. Code § 14132.955(a); 12300(d).
In addition, income and resource limits under all IHSS programs have not changed,
so income you make could affect your program eligibility. If your earnings affect
your eligibility or cause you to have a share of cost, counties should evaluate your
eligibility for the Medi-Cal 250% Working Disabled Program (WDP) or other
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Medi-Cal coverage. The 250% WDP allows an individual to retain income up to
250% of the federal poverty level while still maintaining eligibility for Medi-Cal
benefits. (ACL 04-43.) For more information about the 250% WDP, please refer
to: http://www.healthconsumer.org/cs032WorkingDisabled.pdf
What are Waiver Personal Care Services (WPCS)?
Additional IHSS hours may be authorized under a Home & Community Based
Waiver for persons who would otherwise qualify for care in a nursing facility or
subacute nursing facility. If you qualify, you can receive more IHSS hours even if
you are already receiving the maximum 283 per month to reduce your unmet need.
Also, you do not need to be authorized for the maximum amount of hours (195 or
283) in order to receive WPCS.
You may receive WPCS if:
(1) You have been approved by DHS to receive services through a HCBS Waiver
for persons who would otherwise require care in a nursing facility;
(2) You have doctor's orders that specify that you require waiver personal care
services in order to remain in your home;
(3) You choose to receive waiver personal care services in order to remain in your
home.
(4) Your waiver personal care services and all other waiver services do not exceed
the fiscal limit established under the HCBS Waiver.
(ACL 03-24)
For more information about qualifying for supplemental waiver personal care
services, go here: http://www.pai-ca.org/pubs/539201.htm. If you are temporarily
in a hospital or nursing facility, your providers of supplemental waiver services
will be paid for up to 7 days.
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Chapter 4 Applying for IHSS and the Self-Assessment
When should I apply for IHSS?
If you are moving into a new home, apply on the first day you are in your own
home, or as soon as you know where you will be living. Otherwise, apply as soon
as there is a need for services provided by IHSS. If you are not already living in
your own home, start preparing for the IHSS application when you first decide to
move into your own home.
Because receipt of or eligibility for SSI/SSP is often essential to receiving IHSS
without a share of cost, now is the time to apply for SSI/SSP if you are not already
receiving it. However, if it is more important for you to receive IHSS quickly,
apply first for Medi-Cal with your local County Welfare Office. You have a right
to a Medi-Cal decision within 90 days but the time limit is often exceeded. If you
apply for SSI at the same time you applied for Medi-Cal, the state will not develop
the Medi-Cal case but rather will wait for the SSI determination to be made. If the
SSI application is denied, the State will automatically deny the Medi-Cal
application because at that point the State is prohibited from making a disability
determination.
Can I apply for IHSS if I am transitioning from a facility to my home?
Yes, County IHSS workers MUST complete an assessment while you are still in a
hospital or skilled nursing facility. Otherwise eligible applicants, currently
institutionalized, who wish to live in their own homes and who are capable of
safely doing so if IHSS is provided, shall upon application receive IHSS based on a
needs assessment. MPP 30-755.12
Service delivery will start upon your return home, except that heavy cleaning may
be authorized and used in advance to prepare for your return home.
The Department of Social Services issued an All County Letter reminding county
welfare departments of their responsibility to conduct assessments of applicants
ready for discharge from medical facilities and non-medical out-of-home
placements. (ACL 02-68.) This means that the person with a disability and the
provider will know from the first day home that the provider will be paid for the
services authorized.
If the county says it cannot assess you or take your application while you are in a
facility, a fair hearing should be requested. We also believe that if the county
refuses to follow the IHSS regulations to assist an individual with a disability move
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from an institution to the home, then the county violates the Americans with
Disabilities Act. You may file a civil rights complaint with your county welfare
department. Call a main or administrative office telephone number and say you
want to file a civil rights complaint. Or you may file an ADA complaint by a letter
to:
Coordination and Review Section
Civil Rights Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 66118
Washington, D.C. 20035-6118
How do I Apply?
To apply for IHSS, complete an application and submit it to the local county
welfare office. To find your local office, look for the closest county welfare office
listed under the County Government Section in the telephone book. An application
form may be obtained online at: http://www.dss.cahwnet.gov/pdf/SOC295.pdf
The application may be done in writing or by telephone either by the individual or
through another person on his or her behalf. If done by telephone, a county social
services staff member may be given authorization to sign the application. Be sure
to state that you are making an application for IHSS and document the date, person
you spoke to, etc., in case follow-up is needed. The county is required to accept an
application once they are told the purpose of the call or contact. MPP 30-009.22.
The following information is needed when making the initial call:
(1) Full name of the individual
(2) Sex
(3) Social Security Number. If the person is an alien with no social security
number, see the Eligibility Section
(4) Telephone number
(5) Address where the person is living or will be living. This must be the
home where the person will receive services
(6) Date the individual moved in or plans to move in
(7) Date of birth
(8) Age
(9) Ethnicity MPP 30-759.1
(10) Primary language MPP 30-759.1
(11) Spouse's name (if married)
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(12) Spouse’s social security number
(13) The name and relationship of any other person that will live in
the home 8 .
(14) Whether others living in the home will apply for or are already
receiving IHSS.
(15) Medical insurance information, Medi-Cal number or other
insurance number.
And confirmation of:
(1) The individual receiving SSI/SSP; or
(2) Eligibility for SSI/SSP, but not receiving SSI/SSP; or
(3) Meeting SSI/SSP eligibility except for excess income.
The county IHSS worker may ask to see confirmation at the time of the home visit.
Confirmation may be established by a current SSI/SSP Notice of Determination; a
current SSI/SSP benefit check; a current Medi-Cal card; or by IHSS staff
verification with the Social Security District Office, or Medi-Cal Eligibility Data
System or State Data Exchange screens. MPP 30-755.22
Confirmation of disability and income may be required along with other
information. Regional Center case file information may meet some of these
requirements. If SSI/SSP has been applied for, some of that information may be
used. MPP 30-755.26
Once the application is filed, a home visit will be scheduled for the assessment.
How Long will the Application Process Take?
The application must be processed within 30 days following the application. This
includes eligibility determination, the needs assessment and the notice of action.
An exception to the 30-day requirement may be made when a disability
determination has not been received within the 30-day period, or the person has not
moved into his or her own home. MPP 30-759.2

8

A housemate means a person who shares a living unit with a recipient. Live-in provider means
a provider who is not related to the recipient and who lives in the home expressly for the purpose
of providing IHSS-funded services. Do not call a live-in provider/attendant a roommate as this
may cause an error in the assessment of authorized hours for some services. MPP 30-701(h)(2);
30-763.47; 30-701(l)(3).
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There have been reports of counties delaying the application process beyond 30
days with no exceptions being present. Some of the delays reported allege that
certain counties are claiming that the initial phone call is not part of the application
process and that there is a waiting list backlogged for months to apply for IHSS. If
you have attempted to apply for IHSS and were told something along these lines
by your county, please contact DISABILITY RIGHTS CALIFORNIAas we are
interested in hearing from you regarding this matter.

Can I Receive Emergency Services?
Emergency services may be authorized to aged, blind or disabled persons prior to
completion of a needs assessment pending a final determination of eligibility if the
applicant’s needs warrant immediate provision of services. Please refer to the
Presumptive Eligibility section in Chapter 3 to see if you would qualify for
emergency services. MPP 30-759.8
I am Currently Receiving IHSS. What Will Happen if I Move To Another
County?
When an IHSS recipient moves from one county to another, the County
Welfare/Social Services Office of each county is responsible for transfer of the
case to the new county. It is important to notify the local IHSS office before the
move when moving to a different county so the intercounty transfer process can
start. There should be no break in funding during this period. MPP 30-701(i);
MPP 30-759.9
General Self-Assessment Documentation Principles
A. The assessment
When you first apply for IHSS, at least once per year, and any time you request it,
you will have a county assessment. The county worker will come to your home and
determine which IHSS services you are eligible for and how many hours you will
receive per month. The county must do the assessment within 30 days of your
request.
1. How to Measure IHSS Need
e.

Statutory and Regulatory Standard

The general standard for measuring individual need for IHSS services (assuming
the person with a disability is unable to perform the needed services because of his
or her disability) 9 is set out in Welfare and Institutions Code Section 12300. The
9

You are unable to perform the needed services if the performance causes pain.
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person with a disability is entitled to receive the services needed to enable him or
her (1) to remain safely in his or her own home or in the abode of his or her own
choosing, and/or (2) to establish and maintain an independent living arrangement.
The time that will be authorized is based on the time it takes your provider to do
the tasks authorized. No time will be authorized for services that are solely for the
"comfort" of the IHSS recipient. The maximum number of hours is 283 per month.
f. State Time-for-Task Guidelines
There are certain state “time-for-task" guidelines predating the recent changes in
IHSS that apply to domestic services and some related services:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

domestic services, 6 hours a month; MPP 30-757-11(k)(1)
laundry if facilities are in the building, 1 hour per week; MPP 30-757.134(c)
laundry if you have to go outside the building, 1-1/2 hours per week; MPP
30-757.134(d)
grocery shopping, 1 hour per week; MPP 30-757.135(g)
other errands, 30 minutes per week. MPP 30-757.135(e)

Typically, these time-for-task guideline will be reduced if there is more than one
person in the household. For instance, in a family of four the disabled person's pro
rata share of the domestic services would be 1.5 hours per month.
The regulations recognize that time-for-task guidelines may be used only if
appropriate for meeting a recipient's individual circumstance. Below are
illustrations about when the guidelines are not appropriate because of individual
circumstances.
Newly Expanded Time Per Task Guidelines and Role of Functional
Assessments
New regulations effective September 1, 2006, establish guideline ranges of time
that may be authorized for personal care tasks and for meal preparation and
cleanup unless there is a reason for authorizing more – or less – and the reason is
documented in the file. Prior to these regulations, county IHSS social workers did
a home visit and determined how many hours a person needed for meal preparation
and clean-up and for personal care tasks. Most counties used to use some sort of
guidelines for determining the number of hours to authorize for meal preparation
and clean up and for personal care tasks even though those guidelines were illegal.
Now the county social workers will be using the regulation guidelines and how you
are ranked in the functional assessment as a guide when determining the number of
hours to authorize for particular tasks. Now if a county social worker determines
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you need more – or fewer – hours than those listed in the guideline range, the
county social worker is instructed to reevaluate his or her assessment of time
needed. If the hours are still outside the range, the social worker must document in
the case file why the consumer needs hours outside the range.
Because county IHSS social workers generally have caseloads of 300-500
consumers (depending on the county), the incentive is not to find an IHSS recipient
needs more time than that provided in the guideline regulations. It is therefore
extremely important that the consumers and their providers write down in detail
the care provided for at least two weeks if possible before the county IHSS social
worker comes to make an initial assessment or a reassessment.
With the diary log setting out in detail your daily care needs, you will be able to
identify any task where you need more time than that provided in the guidelines
and you will be prepared to explain why. If the next visit by the county IHSS
social worker is for a reassessment, review the number of hours currently
authorized for particular tasks. If the time authorized is outside the range for any
task, be prepared to explain your need. Further, some of the time authorized in a
particular category may be time that should be assigned to another category. For
instance, the time for assistance to and from the bathroom should be included
under ambulation but may have been included under “bowel and bladder care.”
The guideline ranges vary by how the person is ranked in terms of the functional
assessment. See DSS ACL 06-34E, Appendix B. The guideline range is not
expressed in minutes but 10ths of an hour with 30 minutes shown as .50 of an
hour. The guideline ranges cover a week so to get the daily amount allowed,
divide by 7.
The existing guidelines for domestic services, laundry services, food shopping and
other errands are unchanged (though regulation numbers changed) except that the
task of wheelchair cleaning and battery recharging was added to “miscellaneous
domestic.”
Guideline ranges were adopted for the following services:
(1) Meal Preparation – 3.02 to 7.00, MPP 30-757.131.
(2) Meal Cleanup – 1.17 to 3.50, MPP 30-757.132. Meal cleanup does not
include general cleaning of the refrigerator, stove, oven, counters, sink which is
covered under “domestic services.”
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(3) Bowel and bladder care - .58 to 8.00, MPP 30-757.14(a). Help getting to
and from the bathroom is covered under ambulation; to and from commode in
same room covered under transfer; enemas, catheters, suppositories, digital
stimulation, colostomy and similar tasks are covered under paramedical.
(4) Feeding - .70 to 9.33, MPP 30-757.14(c). Cutting up or pureeing food is
covered under meal preparation.
(5) Routine bed baths - .50 to 3.50, MPP 30-757.14(d).
(6) Bathing, oral hygiene and grooming - .50 to 5.10, MPP 30-757.14(e).
(7) Dressing & undressing - .56 to 3.50, MPP 30-757.14(f).
(8) Repositioning & rubbing of skin including turning in bed - .75 to 2.80, MPP
30-757.14(g). Excludes care for pressure sores (decubitii) which is covered under
paramedical services.
(9) Transfer including help going from standing, sitting, prone to another
position or to or from bed, chair/stairglide/walker, couch, etc., in the same room .50 to 3.50, MPP 30-757.14(h). Help on or off commode is covered under “bowel
and bladder.”
(10) Care of and assistance with prosthetic devices (brace, hearing aid, glasses)
and assistance with self-administration of medications - .47 to 1.12, MPP 30757.14(i).
(11) Routine menstrual care - .28 to .80, MPP 30-757.14(j).
(12) Ambulation including moving from place to place within home, moving or
retrieving assistive devices like a walker, cane, wheelchair, assistance from front
door to vehicle and from vehicle to medical appointment or alternative resource .58 to 3.50, MPP.30-757.14(k).
DSS ACLs 06-34, 06-34E (use updated Attach. B, C, D from 06-34E).
Mental Functioning
Mental functioning is the extent to which the recipient's cognitive and emotional
impairment (if any) impacts his or her functioning to perform the physical IHSS
tasks. The applicant’s mental functioning is evaluated in the functions of memory,
orientation and judgment. See Appendix B ACL 06-34E. These factors are also
used to determine the need for protective supervision.
Memory
Recalling learned behaviors and information from distant and recent past.
Orientation
Awareness of time, place, self, and other individuals in one’s environment.
Judgment
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Making decisions so as not to put self or property in danger. Recipient
demonstrates safely around stove. Recipient has capacity to respond to changes in
the environment (e.g., fire, cold, house.) Recipient understands alternatives and
risks involved and accepts consequences of decisions.
g.

Diary Log

A key part of preparing for a fair hearing or for an evaluation by the County IHSS
worker is a diary log of just what is done each day and how long each task takes.
We find that people often do not realize all the tasks involved in care and the
length of time the tasks take. For instance, if there are bathroom accidents, the
clean-up time (which is part of bowel and bladder care) is not just the time for
cleaning, but also the time it takes to take out the cleaning supplies and put them
away again. If bodily fluids or bowel movements are involved, you need to
include the extra time involved in complying with universal precautions. Further,
the time involved in certain tasks may vary from day to day. For instance, it may
take twice as long one day to dress a person with spastic quadriplegia cerebral
palsy as it does the next day because of differences in limb flexibility. The IHSS
authorization will be based on an average time, so it is important to know the range
of time a task may take.
2. Doing Your Own Assessment
Before the hearing, complete the IHSS worksheet in Appendix C. The worksheet,
like the County assessment form, is based on a one-week period except for the
entry for domestic services which is for a month. Hours are calculated in 10ths:
.05 =

03 minutes

.40 = 24 minutes

.80 = 48 minutes

.08 =

05 minutes

.42 = 25 minutes

.83 = 50 minutes

.10 =

06 minutes

.45 = 27 minutes

.85 = 51 minutes

.15 =

09 minutes

.50 = 30 minutes

.90 = 54 minutes

.17 =

10 minutes

.55 = 33 minutes

.92 = 55 minutes

.20 =

12 minutes

.58 = 35 minutes

.95 = 57 minutes

.25 =

15 minutes

.60 = 36 minutes

1.00 =60 minutes

.30 =

18 minutes

.65 = 39 minutes

2.00 =120 minutes

.33 =

20 minutes

.70 = 42 minutes

3.00 =180 minutes

.35 =

21 minutes

.75 = 45 minutes

4.00 =240 minutes
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5.00 =300 minutes
We find it easier to do the calculations if you count by minutes and then translate
the hours and minutes into tenths. For instance, if the time assisting on and off the
commode and holding while on the commode to prevent falls, plus related tasks
such as hand washing, averages 6 minutes each time, and the usual frequency is 5
times a day on weekdays when away at school or at training program and 7 times a
day on weekends, the weekly time would be (5 x 6 min. x 5 days) + (7 x 6 min. x 2
days) = 234 minutes = 3 hours 54 minutes = 3.9 hours.
Finally, on a separate piece of paper you need to write down the reasons why you
believe you need more IHSS time. To help you, below is a listing of "Reasons
Why More IHSS Time Is Needed" that we have seen in individual cases. Some of
these reasons may apply in your case.
3. Getting Ready for the County Assessment
The County worker's purpose for the home visit is to determine what an IHSS
recipient or applicant can or cannot do for himself or herself and, therefore, what
services are needed and the time necessary to perform those services. Your job is
to help the County worker understand all your care problems and special care
needs and what they mean in terms of time. It is important to be frank and open.
Do not minimize your disability problems and care needs because you may end up
not getting the hours you need. Even though you may feel embarrassed doing so, it
is important to explain things fully so that the County worker understands your
situation.
Before the County IHSS worker arrives, we recommend that you fill in the IHSS
worksheet in Appendix C with the hours you think you need. Remember, the
County is going to authorize only what you really need and will not allow extra
time for "comfort" services. An example of a comfort service is extra dusting to
make things look nice. You should be prepared to explain your worksheet hours:
what tasks are performed, how you determined the time each takes, what special
factors need to be taken into consideration, and, if relevant, why the state time-fortask guidelines are not appropriate for your circumstances. You may wish to make
a list so that you will not forget anything.
You should be prepared to explain how you determined the hours needed,
particularly if there are differences between what the County authorized before and
what you believe you need now.
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As part of the County's evaluation process, your treating physician will be sent a
form asking for information about your capacity for self-care, your functional
abilities/disabilities, and — relevant to a determination of the need for protective
supervision — your mental condition. If you need paramedical services, a
paramedical form will be sent to the treating physician. You should alert the clinic
or physician's office that it is coming so that you can participate in the form
completion. Preparing for the assessment of protective supervision and
paramedical services needs is discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 5.
4. Documenting Special Needs
Get documentation verifying special needs — for instance, a note from your
physician explaining that you need a dust-free environment because of allergies or
pulmonary/respiratory problems, a note verifying bowel and bladder problems, or a
need to have bed linens changed more than twice a month. If you need range-ofmotion exercises or other physical therapy, or shots, or catheterization, or
suctioning, etc., get the forms from your County IHSS worker for doctor/therapist
verification of need and authorization for paramedical services. Have your doctor
fill out the Paramedical Consent form at Appendix F.
5. Getting Help
If you need help applying or completing the self-assessment, you should ask a
family member, friend, or current provider to assist you if possible. If you are a
regional center consumer, you should request that the regional center assist you, or
hire someone to assist you, in applying and completing the self-assessment. Such
assistance is consistent with the regional center’s obligations to provide targeted
case management to help you gain access to needed services and to fulfill its
requirements under the Lanterman Act in helping you to achieve your goal of
living as independently as possible in your own home.
FACTORS OR REASONS INDICATING WHY MORE IHSS HOURS ARE
NEEDED 10
1.

Domestic Services (see page 1 of the worksheet in Appendix B)

State regulations generally allow only 6 hours per month per household for
domestic services. When the regulations were issued, the state explained that the 6
hours per month allowance was based on receiving domestic services twice a
month.
10

Thanks to Jennifer Pittam of C.H.O.I.C.E.S.S. for compiling many of these factors.
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If four people live in the home, the total IHSS hours allowed for the recipient will
be 1.5 hours per month. (If a recipient’s roommate lives there only as a live-in
attendant, domestic services should not be pro-rated.) The county should pro-rate
hours only for common areas of the home - the recipient’s own room and/or
bathroom should be authorized separately. If the recipient needs more time for
domestic services in order to remain safely at home, the county should allow an
exception to the 6 hours per month time-for-task guideline. For instance:
h.

Allergy or pulmonary respiration problem indicates a need for a dust-free
environment and a need for frequent dusting and vacuuming.

i.

Trash needs to be removed daily, or more frequently than twice a month,
because of roach or other vermin problems.

j.

Because the IHSS recipient spills things, frequent cleaning is required,
particularly if there are roach or vermin problems.

k.

Incontinence results in a need to spot clean floor, furniture, etc.,
frequently.

l.

Trash bin is located through a couple of double locked doors at the rear of
the building and it takes 10 minutes to get there and back.

m. Recipient eats in bed. Bed must be vacuumed and remade three times a
day to remove crumbs. Bed linens must be changed more frequently
because of spills.
n.

Because of recipient's incontinence/accidents, bed linen must be changed
more often than twice a month (daily, three times a week, once a week,
etc.)

o.

Because of recipient’s skin fragility and risk of bed sores or decubiti,
sheets need to be kept smooth to prevent the development of hot spots;
need to insure that nothing in the bedding rubs or irritates the skin.

p.

Because IHSS recipient drops things, more picking up is required.

q.

Since seal on refrigerator worn out, more time is needed for cleaning and
defrosting refrigerator.

r.

Because IHSS recipient spends most of his/her time in bed or because of
sweating, sheets need to be changed more frequently than twice a month.

s.

Building-wide roach spraying requires, on a one-time basis, that
everything be removed from kitchen and shelves washed and, after
spraying, returned. (Time for this is justifiable not only for health and
safety, reasons, but also as necessary for establishing and maintaining an
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independent living situation since failure to comply may put the recipient
at risk of eviction.)
2. Personal Care Services
Personal care services must be assessed on an individual basis. Be sure to count
the time for the entire task, from beginning to end.
t.

Bathroom is inaccessible to a wheelchair. This means additional time is
required in bathing and other personal care/grooming activities.

u.

Accidents in bathroom requiring extra clean-up in bowel and bladder care.

v.

Recipient is sensitive to pain — even combing hair is very painful.
Personal care services have to be performed slowly and carefully.

w. Recipient eats and chews slowly and has to be coaxed or the jaw manually
manipulated. Each meal may take up to 45 minutes for feeding.
x.

Although recipient can feed self, needs attendant available to help lift
things, and because of choking problems.

y.

Need to be bathed more than twice per week because of spilling,
incontinence, skin problems.

z.

Skin fragile and vulnerable to hot spots which can become bedsores or
decubiti; need to insure that nothing is rubbing or irritating skin such as
clothing, how placed in wheelchair, etc.

aa. Need to be shampooed more than once a week due to dandruff, getting
food, etc., in hair.
bb. Need for extra time for communication with IHSS provider (as for a
person with cerebral palsy, who must use word and alphabet board).
cc. Susceptible to respiratory infections so hair must be dried after shampoo.
3.

Related Services
a. Extra time needed in meal preparation and/or menu planning because:

b.

i.

Recipient needs a special diet — i.e., a diet excluding salt and sugar
or requiring fresh foods;

ii.

Recipient needs to have food cut up or pureed;

iii.

IHSS recipient needs between-meal liquids and/or snacks.

iv.

Diet and eating patterns differ from rest of family so meals are
prepared separately.

Recipient needs two to three times as much food because of cerebral palsy
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with spasticity and therefore needs more time for meal preparation, menu
planning and clean-up, shopping and feeding.
c.

Extra time in meal clean-up to clean table, wheelchair, and floor due to
spilling.

d.

Extra time is needed for laundry because:

e.

i.

Extra bed linen and clothing changes are necessary due to
incontinence, spilling and the need to rinse before washing.

ii.

Extra time needed to comply with universal precautions when bodily
fluids involved (urine, feces, blood, saliva, mucous, vomit) - i.e.:
rinsing, separating from other laundry and washing separately.

iii.

Need to stay with laundry during wash and dry because of theft.

iv.

Need to put clothing through an extra rinse cycle because of skin
sensitivity.

Extra time is needed for shopping, errands, because of:
i.

Distance to primary market.

ii.

Need to go to market more frequently or to go to more than one
place because of special diet, need for fresh food.

iii.

Frequent need to get medication because of Medi-Cal limitations on
prescription size, because all medication needs cannot be met at one
place.

iv.

Living in a low-income area, markets are fewer and more crowded
meaning a longer wait in line.

v.

Need to use public transportation and taxis.

4. Transportation Accompaniment
As stated above, the time involved in certain tasks may vary from day to day. The
IHSS authorization will be based on an average time, so it is important to know the
range of time a task may take. With this in mind, you will want to count your
transportation time so as to factor in those times when traffic has been particularly
congested on your way to necessary medical appointments and other places where
alternative resources to IHSS will be provided.
Further, if you require accompaniment in the waiting room for your medical
appointments, that time should also be factored in. IHSS will pay for
transportation time to get you there and back but usually not the time while at the
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doctor’s or clinic. When IHSS does not cover wait time, then IHSS should cover
the transportation time for 4 trips: there and back to drop off; there and back to
pick up.
Documentation Should Reflect Your Personal Schedule
Historically, time was assessed and guidelines have been based on county contract
IHSS providers who do not provide services over the weekend. Of course, you
need and are entitled to receive services over the weekend regardless of what it
says in the contract between the county and the attendant/homemaker chore
agency. Your self-assessment should reflect your individual schedule, including
any extra time required on weekends due to a greater presence in your own home
during that period.
Similarly, because the assessment is intended to cover your IHSS needs over the
course of a year, you should factor in any holiday or seasonal breaks that are
observed at alternative resource sites you otherwise attend which will result in
more care provided to you in your home during those periods.
Documentation Should Include Alternative Resources
It is important to remember that in developing its needs assessment, the county
must include IHSS-type services provided voluntarily or through other sources,
including the source and amounts of those services. MPP 30-761.273. Therefore,
you should document your self-assessment in the same way. Such careful
documentation may help to establish you as a “severely impaired” recipient, which
may result in more hours and provide you with the option to elect advance
payment if you so choose.
Reassessments
A reassessment is a review of past assessments and the current situation of the
person. It may be requested by the recipient, service provider, regional center,
family member, or other entity. A reassessment will also be done if the county
receives information that the situation of the person has changed.
If the person's situation has changed or shows a need for more or fewer IHSS
services than authorized and he or she is not receiving the maximum IHSS hours
(195 or 283), document the need and request a reassessment.
Once an individual has been found eligible for IHSS hours based on an assessment
of his or her needs, the county has the burden of showing a change in
circumstances or medical improvement which justifies a reduction in the
previously assessed hours. At a hearing to challenge the reduction, the prior
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determination of need would give rise to a rebuttable presumption that the claimant
continued to need attendant care services, based on the County’s earlier
determination. The State through its agent County would have the burden of
justifying any reduction based on changed circumstances or medical improvement.
If the hearing officer incorrectly imposes the burden of proof on the claimant, this
is an effective denial of a fair hearing. Call DISABILITY RIGHTS
CALIFORNIAto receive a copy of a memo describing the county’s burden.
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Chapter 5 Assessing Protective Supervision and Paramedical Services
IHSS PROTECTIVE SUPERVISION
1.

What is Protective Supervision?

Protective supervision is watching people with severe mental impairments so they
don’t hurt themselves living at home. An IHSS provider may be paid to watch a
disabled child or adult to prevent injuries or accidents, when the person needs 24hour supervision and can remain safely at home if it is provided.
2.

Why is Protective Supervision Important?

People eligible for protective supervision are always given the maximum number
of monthly hours - at least 195 for non-severely impaired individuals and 283 for
people who are “severely impaired.” They get the maximum even if a county cuts
their hours for some other IHSS service.
3. What are the Eligibility Conditions?
a. A person shows some severe mental impairment; poor judgment
(making bad decisions about health or safety),
confusion/disorientation (wandering off, getting lost, mixing up
people, days or times) or bad memory (forgetting to start or
finish something). Such impairments may occur with mental
retardation, autism, Alzheimer’s and dementias, psychiatric
disabilities. Tip: The best way to show severe impairment is by
examples of what the person does that may cause injuries. Get
supporting statements from anyone who looks after the person.
b. A person may get hurt if left home alone (i.e., wandering out of
the house, letting strangers in, turning gas on a stove, lighting
fires, leaving water running, eating wrong foods or inedible
things, head banging, self-biting, scratching, using knives or
other sharp household objects. Tip: Keep a log to describe all
the potential accidents that would happen if the person were not
supervised.
c. A person must be supervised 24-hours a day (friends or relatives
living at home, teachers in school or day program, and drivers of
car or bus). Tip: Keeping a daily log will show that the
dangerous behaviors can occur at any time of day or night. It
will also show when the caregiver provided protective
supervision to prevent injuries or accidents.
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d. Protective supervision is not available:

4.

i.

For friendly visiting or social activities.

ii.

When the need is caused by a medical condition and the
person needs medical supervision.

iii.

In anticipation of a medical emergency.

iv.

To control anti-social or aggressive behavior.

Can Children Get Protective Supervision?

Yes, but the child must need supervision due to his or her disability, not routine
childcare. The child must need closer supervision than other children of the same
age. Counties are required to follow specific procedures when assessing a child’s
need for protective supervision. For further discussion, see section below on
“Assessing Protective Supervision for Children.”
5.

How Can I Show that a Person Needs Protective Supervision?
a. Make a list of every accident or near accident in the past six months.
b. Keep a log for two weeks that describes every action the person takes
that might cause injury, and how often it happens (i.e., walks into the
street without looking, turns on the stove, and forgets to turn it off.)
c. Get doctors' letters and help from the regional center to discuss the
person's age and equivalent functioning level, and describe how the
person has poor memory, judgment, confusion, or disorientation.
d. Show how the house can't be made completely safe for a person.

6.

County Excuses and How to Answer Them.

Counties come up with many common excuses for telling someone they are not
eligible. Here is a list and some ways to refute them.
County excuse

Some responses

Is there a severe mental impairment?
Severe mental impairments not
observed on home visit.

Your daily log, doctor's statement,
regional center records; home visit too
short, observed behavior and didn't
answer guidelines questions; Form SOC
293, Line H shows 5 for one mental
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County excuse

Some responses
impairment.

Needs protective supervision
Because of mental impairment does not
because of physical impairment, not understand physical impairments, does
mental impairment.
not understand or appreciate
consequences of actions on physical
impairments - i.e., tries to get up or walk
without assistance when cannot do so
without risk of injury, will eat sweets
even though risks injury because of
diabetes, will try to remove bandage or
tubing or brace because it hurts or is
irritating, etc.
Physical impairments cause
dangerous behavior.

Mental impairments also cause it; not
required to show mental is only cause.

Is there dangerous behavior at home?
Formal diagnosis of mental
condition doesn't prove need.

Doctor's statement of typical behavior for
person with that diagnosis.

No injuries in the recent past.

Recipient was well supervised.

No evidence of dangerous behavior
on county worker's home visit.

Frequency not hourly; missed day before
and after; can't generalize from one hour
to 24 hours in a day.

"Complete" physical paralysis
prevents recipient from doing
anything dangerous.

Any purposeful action that is dangerous,
pulling out catheter, G-tube, etc.

Aggressive and antisocial if hits
someone or destroys property.

In adults: self-injurious acts like biting
oneself, head banging, destroying
property causes self-injury, are common
for psychiatric or mental condition.
In children: normal behavior is often
aggressive and anti-social.
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County excuse

Some responses

Is 24-hour supervision needed and received?
Doesn’t need 24 hours because
unsupervised - like on the bus, in a
car.

Always supervised, bus/car are controlled
settings with adult driver.

Recipient is sometimes left alone so
not supervised 24 hours.

Can't afford it, someone looking in, lucky
no accidents, recipient's condition has
worsened.

Needs physical redirection, not just
watching or verbal command.

Supervision includes redirection, some
intervention.

Family discourages independence
overprotective of mildly retarded.

More independence caused injuries or
near accidents in the past; others (regional
center doctor) recommend 24-hour
supervision.

Change environment to remove
risks: knobs off stove, lock up
tools; brace wheelchair, strapping
in wheelchair; knobs off hot water;
higher bed rails against night
wandering; bolt down furniture.

Can't make all changes; others turn home
into a nursing home or jail cell; the older
the recipient, the less change possible
without losing distinctive features of
home.

Child plays outside with no adult
supervision.

Fenced in yard; can't climb out; no
hazards in yard.

Children always need to be
supervised by an adult.

Parents not always physically within sight
of children without mental disability;
child needs much more supervision than
child of same age. The younger the child,
the more severe the behavior must be.
Most difficult for children under 2.

Go to a behavior parenting class.

Won't solve underlying behavior, have
gone and unsuccessful, will go but need it
until proven.
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County excuse

Some responses
Other Issues

Is the recipient no longer eligible?
County improperly granted
protective supervision;
reassessment shows no eligibility
termination notice.

No change in SOC 293, Line H, on
mental function rankings; no change in
recipient's home or physical condition,
appeal immediately to keep IHSS until
decision.

Is the parent eligible as a provider (able and available)?
Parent can work full time (40
hrs/wk) by putting child in after
school daycare (able and available
parent rule).

No suitable day care, can't hire baby-sitter
for minimum wage, child needs special
stimulation from parent.

Parent works less than 40 hours but
can work full time.

Frequent trips to doctor, other
emergencies, stress, prevent full time
work, lost prior full time jobs.

Assessing Protective Supervision for Children
As a result of a court settlement, all counties are required to assess children for
protective supervision according to specific procedures. (ACL 98-87.) Among the
procedures, the settlement requires that:
(1) County social workers must advise parents or guardians of a minor with
a mental impairment of the conditions for receiving protective supervision.
(2) County social workers must advise parents or guardians of the
availability of protective supervision. A parent or guardian does not have to
specifically request this information.
In assessing the minor’s need for protective supervision, if the minor has a mental
impairment the county must:
(1) Request that the parent or guardian obtain available information or
documentation about the minor’s mental impairment, including records
from regional centers;
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(2) Determine whether a minor needs more supervision because of his/her
mental impairment than a minor of the same age without such
impairment;
(3) Not deny protective supervision based solely on the minor’s age;
(4) Not deny protective supervision based solely on the fact that the minor
had no injuries at home due to the mental impairment so long as the
minor has the potential for injury by having the physical ability to move
about the house (i.e. is not bedridden);
(5) Not deny protective supervision solely because the parent (or guardian)
leaves the child alone for some fixed period, like five minutes;
(6) Consider factors such as age, lack of injuries and parental absence,
together with all other facts, in determining whether a minor needs
protective supervision.
If you applied for IHSS on behalf of your child and were not authorized protective
supervision and the county social worker did not follow all of these procedures
despite your child’s mental impairment, you should appeal the county’s decision.
Protective Supervision Forms
New forms have been put out by State to be filled out by the doctor or psychologist
or therapist to verify need for protective supervision and that the need for
protective supervision is because of a mental impairment. These forms are located
at Appendix C and D at the end of this publication 11 .
Appendix C is SOC 821 (3/06). The explanation after the address block is
confusing so make certain the doctor is not confused regarding section (1), the risk
of injury may be related to a physical condition such as hemiplegia from a stroke
but the need for protective supervision is because the mental impairment means the
IHSS recipient does not understand what he can or cannot do. Without protective
supervision the recipient would be at risk of injury from trying to do things beyond
his capabilities. Regarding section (3), an IHSS recipient may need protective
supervision because of a medical condition (Alzheimer Syndrome, stroke, brain
injury), and is entitled to get it unless the intervention is medical – i.e., something
that would be done only by a nurse if in a medical facility.

11

All IHSS forms can be found at http://www.dss.cahwnet.gov/cdssweb/FormsandPu_271.htm.
The forms can be filled out on line and then printed (even though the filled in version cannot be
saved on line.)
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Appendix D is SOC 825 (6/06). This form is to be filled out to show how the
around-the-clock protective supervision will be provided. Note that the regulations
say protective supervision may be met in part by a “reassurance phone service
when feasible and appropriate.” But see next section.
Recent “Emergency Regulations” Threaten to Change How Protective
Supervision will be Provided in the Future
DSS recently instituted “emergency” regulations that amend the existing protective
supervision regulations, including the definition of the service itself. If ultimately
implemented, these regulations will cause multiple changes in the way protective
supervision has been authorized for many years. Some of the main concerns
regarding the changes include:
(1) The definition of protective supervision replaces “monitoring” with
“observing” and “intervening as appropriate.”
(2) Protective supervision no longer may be provided in part with reassurance
phone calls when feasible and appropriate.
(3) Protective supervision will not be available “to guard against deliberate selfdestructive behavior, such as suicide, or when an individual knowingly
intends to harm himself/herself.”
(4) The new SOC 821 form can only be signed by a medical professional with a
“medical specialty or scope of practice in the areas of memory, orientation,
and judgment.”
(5) In determining whether a 24-hour need exists for protective supervision, the
sources of information the county social worker may draw upon in
determining the need does not explicitly include consumer testimony and
family and provider observations.
DISABILITY RIGHTS CALIFORNIAand other legal organizations are strongly
opposed to DSS’ attempt to change these rules without meaningful public input.
Generally, when a government agency seeks to propose changes to its regulations,
it must follow a specific procedure that allows the public enough time to review
and provide comment on the proposed changes, unless the changes are required
due to an “emergency” situation. DISABILITY RIGHTS CALIFORNIAand
others believe DSS has exceeded its authority in declaring these changes to be of
an emergency nature while treating all the other recent changes under IHSS in a
non-emergency nature, which allowed for meaningful input from stakeholders on
how those rules were finalized.
IHSS PARAMEDICAL SERVICES
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1.

What are Paramedical Services?

Paramedical services are prescribed by a doctor for a person's health and require
some training and judgment to perform. Common services are injections,
colostomy irrigation, catheter insertion/care, suctioning, G and NG tube feeding,
ventilator and oxygen care, fecal impaction, range of motion to improve function,
wound/decubitus ulcer care and other services requiring sterile procedures.
Biggest problem: Providers don't ask for enough time to complete the entire
service, from preparation to clean up. Providers don’t ask for the extra time that
may be required for record keeping – such as for diabetes testing and
administration of injections.
2.

Why are Paramedical Services Important?

People who need complex medical care can stay at home instead of going into
nursing homes. Only doctors decide what services the county must provide and
how many hours it must pay for. The county can't cut the services hours ordered
by the doctor. Providers don't need any special license to perform the services.
3.

What are the Eligibility Conditions?
a. The doctor completes and signs an order for services with hours required:
The recipient's doctor decides on all the eligibility conditions by signing the
order prescribing the services and hours.
b. The person can't perform the service at all: Some mental or physical
impairment prevents the person from doing the service, like giving an
injection or changing a catheter.
c. The service requires training and judgment to perform: The provider gets
training from the doctor or other health professional in what steps to take and
how to do each one to complete the service. The steps require careful
observation of the recipient to avoid mistakes.

4.
How Should I Apply for Paramedical Services?
First talk with the treating doctor or the health professionals that work with the
doctor about what services are needed and each and every step to perform them
properly. If available, the doctor’s plan of treatment may also be a good source for
listing what paramedical services you may require. Then keep a daily log for a
week about how often each service is performed and how long it takes to complete,
from the preparation through cleanup. Give the hours information to the doctor to
complete Form SOC 321.
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When your doctor’s office fills out paramedical form SOC 321 (11/99), make
certain the time allowed includes preparation, cleanup and compliance with
universal precautions. Universal precautions include the hand washing and/or use
of gloves or mask whenever you touch bodily fluids and waste (urine, feces, blood,
vaginal secretions, semen, pus, saliva) or handle laundry or clothing or other things
soiled with bodily fluids or waste. MPP 30-757.1(a)(1)(A)1. Form SOC 321 is
attached here as Appendix E.
5.

County Tactics and How to Respond to Them.

Counties use several tactics to deny or change the services doctors have authorized.
There are ways to stop them from working.
County tactics

How to respond

County tells you that some service Discuss the service with doctor. Explain
may not be allowed as a
that any service billed as skilled nursing
paramedical service.
under Medi-Cal/Medicare qualifies. Doctors
generally know what these are.
County tries to persuade doctor to
change the order for services or
hours.

Consult with doctor first and get approval
of hours based on your log, discuss your
conditions and the need to preserve the
doctor-patient relationship from outside
interference. Explain that the doctor's
decision on a signed Form 321 is final and
the county must comply.

County nurse observes one day
and bases lower hours on her
observations and calls doctor.

Log shows that time varies; average time
greater than day of observation.

Home health agency will provide,
apply there first.

Not alternate resource since home health
agency provides time-limited services.

Range of motion is a personal care When the doctor prescribes range of motion
service for which county decides
to also improve and maintain function at the
eligibility and hours.
same time, it is a paramedical service.
County denies monitoring for
providing some specific
paramedical service.

Doctor prescribes monitoring in order to
provide the service. To date the state has
never allowed monitoring (continuous
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County tactics

How to respond
skilled observation) as a paramedical
service. For help, call DISABILITY
RIGHTS CALIFORNIAfor its 12/30/94
memo on the subject. If the interventions to
provide the service are frequent, the total
hours may equal the maximum hours (283).
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Chapter 6 Share of Cost Rules
What is a Share of Cost?
If you are eligible for SSI/SSP except for excess income and the total
income is insufficient to provide for the cost of care you need, you qualify
for IHSS but your excess income is the your share of cost (SOC) if you also
do not qualify under the A & D FPL program. Non-payment of your SOC
will cause you to become ineligible for IHSS.
For IHSS recipients whose countable income after allowable deductions is
above the A&D FPL ceiling 12 and who therefore qualify for Medi-Cal under
the ABD MN program, the State pays part of the share of cost so that IHSS
recipients pay down to the SSI/SSP grant level rather than down to the lower
maintenance need allowance ($600 for individuals and $934 for couples)
under the ABD MN program. Before, the State would pay for part of the
share of cost only if you met your share of cost by paying your IHSS
providers. That has changed so that now you can pay (or incur an obligation
to pay) for any needed service including health plan premiums and services
that may not be available under Medi-Cal (like extra physical therapy). At
the time the provider is to be paid for the first half of the month, your
records will be checked so that any unused share of cost will be counted
then. Both you and the provider will get a notice about that month’s share of
cost, if any. DSS ACL 06-13; DHS ACL 05-21. This process is explained
more thoroughly below.
A Recap of the IHSS Programs
Individuals are eligible for IHSS services under one of the following three
programs if they meet the listed eligibility requirements:
1. PCSP (Personal Care Services Program)
Eligible for Federal Financial Participation (FFP) Medi-Cal, and
1. Does not receive advance pay;
2. Does not receive the restaurant meals allowance; and
3. Does not have a spouse provider, or (if under age 18) a parent
provider.

12

That ceiling in 2006 is $1047 and goes up in April of each year. For more information
about the A&D FPL program: http://www.pai-ca.org/pubs/545001.pdf
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2. IPW (Independence Plus Waiver)
Eligible for FFP Medi-Cal, and
1. Receives advance pay;
2. Receives the restaurant meals allowance; or
3. Has a spouse provider, or (if under age 18) a parent provider.
3. IHSS-R (IHSS Residual Program)
Not eligible for federally-funded Medi-Cal. but meets all other IHSS
program requirements.
The IHSS program that an individual is assigned to depends on the
availability of FFP for the services under the Medi-Cal program. (FFP for
services that meet federal requirements is usually about 50% in California.)
Full FFP is available for PCSP services because PCSP services meet all
federal requirements for FFP. FFP is also available under the IPW. This is
because the following federal rules that ordinarily prohibit FFP have been
waived:
1. Ordinarily only medical vendor payments are allowed—payments
cannot be made directly to beneficiaries.
2. Payments for food, clothing or shelter cannot be made for individuals
who are not in the hospital or a medical institution.
3. Payments cannot be made for personal care services if the provider is
a relative of the beneficiary.
FFP is not available for IHSS-R services because IHSS-R recipients are not
eligible for federally-funded Medi-Cal.
The services provided under each of the three programs are the same except
for some differences under the PCSP program. The most important
difference under the PCSP program is that a non-severely impaired
individual can receive up to 283 hours per month of services under the PCSP
program, rather than the maximum 195 hours per month of services allowed
under the IPW and IHSS-R programs for a non-severely impaired individual.
However, payment for protective supervision has been limited to 195 hours
per month for non-severely impaired individuals under all three programs.
(There is no legal authority for limiting protective supervision to 195 hours
under the PCSP program.)
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Eligibility for IHSS is determined according to W&IC § 12300, et seq.,
W&IC § 14132.96, and MPP § 30-750, et seq. (all programs); W&IC §§
14132.95, 14132.955, and MPP § 30-780 (PCSP); and W&IC 14132.951
(IPW). (Note: The MPP 30-780 provisions are somewhat out of date now
that individuals who meet PCSP eligibility standards can also receive, under
the PCSP program, protective supervision, and domestic and related services
only.)
Medi-Cal Share of Cost
Medi-Cal SOC is the monthly amount Medi-Cal requires you to pay each
month, or requires you to agree to pay in the future, for medical goods and
services before Medi-Cal begins to pay. You may meet your SOC by paying
for, or by agreeing to pay for, medical goods and services. You may meet
your SOC by paying an old bill, or by presenting an old bill you are
obligated to pay. You can meet your SOC by paying for or agreeing to pay
for services and equipment Medi- Cal would not cover if Medi-Cal were
paying.
Medi-Cal is designed to be an income-maintenance program as well as a
medical care reimbursement program. It is designed to pay for medical
expenses so that beneficiaries can use the income that they have for food,
clothing and shelter. The program does this by providing Medi-Cal without
a SOC to individuals who receive SSI/SSP. People who have incomes in
excess of the SSI/SSP benefit payment level (BPL) can still receive MediCal but they have a SOC. People have to incur their SOC for MRE or MediCal Recognized Expenses (medical expenses that are covered or not covered
by Medi-Cal, and that are paid or obligated by the beneficiary) before MediCal will begin to pay for medical expenses.
The monthly SOC for Medi-Cal is called “Spenddown.” This is the amount
a beneficiary has to spend for medical care before Medi-Cal will begin to
pay. The term “spenddown” is also used to describe spending down of
excess countable resources ($2,000 for an individual and $3,000 for a
couple) in order to qualify for Medi-Cal. It is important not to confuse
income spenddown and resource spenddown.
You might think that beneficiaries who have a SOC for Medi-Cal would
only have to spend down to the SSI/SSP BPL in order to obtain Medi-Cal
coverage. After all, this would leave non-SSI/SSP recipients the same
amount of money for food, clothing and shelter that SSI/SSP recipients have.
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However, Medi-Cal SOC does not work that way. Medi-Cal has a uniform
method for determining share of cost that is based on a percentage of the old
AFDC amounts. This means that beneficiaries with a Medi-Cal SOC have
to spend down below the SSI/SSP level before Medi-Cal will begin to pay
for medical expenses.
The amount that Medi-Cal beneficiaries with a SOC have to spend down to
is $600 per month for an individual. This is the MNIL or Medically Needy
Income Level. (For purposes of this publication, we will ignore various
exclusions and deductions from income in order to simplify calculations.)
The SSI/SSP BPL is approximately $800 per month, which is approximately
$200 per month higher than the MNIL. (For purposes of this publication, we
treat it as being $800 per month in order to simplify calculations.)
Therefore, a Medi-Cal beneficiary with a SOC will have $200 less in
monthly income for food, clothing, shelter and other expenses than an
SSI/SSP recipient, if the beneficiary meets his or her Medi-Cal SOC for the
month. This is because the Medi-Cal MNIL is $200 less than the SSI/SSP
BPL.
IHSS Share of Cost
Under the IHSS-R program, individuals have an IHSS SOC that requires
them to spend down only to the SSI/SSP BPL. However, all of this amount
must be paid to the IHSS provider and none of it can be used for incurred
medical expenses. These individuals are then supposed to receive state-only
Medi-Cal with zero share of cost. Therefore, IHSS-R recipients have a
lower share of cost than other Medi-Cal beneficiaries and are supposed to
avoid a double share of cost for both IHSS and Medi-Cal.
This system was reversed for FFP Medi-Cal beneficiaries when the PCSP
program came on line and Medi-Cal began paying for some IHSS services.
When some IHSS services were moved into the PCSP program so that FFP
could be obtained, individuals had to qualify for Medi-Cal before they could
qualify for IHSS. These individuals had to meet the higher Medi-Cal share
of cost rather than the IHSS share of cost.
Buy-Out
In order to equalize the SOC for all IHSS recipients, DSS and DHS came up
with something they call “Buy-Out.” Buy-Out means that DSS pays DHS
the difference between the Medi-Cal and the IHSS SOC every month so that
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PCSP beneficiaries will have the same SOC under Medi-Cal that IHSS
recipients have under the IHSS-R program.
Using the example of a MNIL of $600 and an SSI/SSP BPL of $800, the
Buy-Out amount would be $200. If an individual has monthly income of
$900, they would have a Medi-Cal share of cost of $300 ($900 minus the
MNIL of $600) or an IHSS-R share of cost of $100 ($900 minus the
SSI/SSP BPL of $800). If DSS pays DHS $200 at the beginning of the
month towards the beneficiary’s Medi-Cal SOC, the remaining Medi-Cal
SOC is $100—the same as the IHSS-R SOC. Therefore, the Buy-Out
amount is designed to equalize the Medi-Cal and the IHSS-R SOC by
making an up-front payment of about $200 per month toward the Medi-Cal
SOC.
In order to implement the Buy-Out system, the CWD will send two
eligibility notices of action to the beneficiary. One will be a Medi-Cal
eligibility notice of action showing the Medi-Cal SOC. The other will be an
IHSS notice of action showing the IHSS SOC. If the IHSS SOC is less than
the Medi-Cal SOC, the difference between the SOCs will be the Buy-Out
amount.
New Share of Cost System
The new SOC process is described in ACLs 05-35, and 06-13. The new
system is more complicated than the old system because share of cost for
IHSS services for recipients who also receive federally-funded Medi-Cal
(PCSP and IPW) must be combined with other Medi-Cal recognized
expenses.
The counties do this by using the IHSS computer system as a point-ofservice (POS) system for inputting IHSS share of cost information in much
the same way that a doctor or pharmacist providing Medi-Cal services inputs
Medi-Cal share of cost information.
The new system is mostly positive because:
1. Medi-Cal recognized expenses (MRE), in addition to IHSS provider
wages, can now be used to incur Medi-Cal share of cost for IHSS
recipients.
2. If other MRE (other than IHSS provider wages) are used to meet share
of cost for Medi-Cal, the IHSS recipient can receive a full IHSS
payment notwithstanding the IHSS share of cost.
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Under the old IHSS SOC system, the IHSS SOC was calculated and
deducted from the check to the provider. The IHSS recipient was then
responsible for payment of the SOC to the provider.
This system is still in place, but it is more complicated because other MediCal MRE in addition to IHSS provider wages can now be used to reduce
SOC. Therefore, the SOC payable to the provider may be less than the total
IHSS SOC but it will never be more.
Another way of putting this is that there is now only a single Medi-Cal SOC
for PCSP and IPW beneficiaries rather than a single IHSS SOC. Wages paid
to the IHSS provider are a Medi-Cal MRE the same as a payment to any
other provider such as a pharmacist or doctor. Therefore, wages paid to an
IHSS provider are added together with payments to doctors, pharmacists and
other Medi-Cal or non-Medi-Cal providers, for MRE, in order to determine
if the Medi-Cal SOC has been incurred (paid or obligated). Once the total
Medi-Cal SOC has been incurred, the beneficiary can receive Medi-Cal (and
IHSS) with no SOC.
How the New Share of Cost System Works
Acronyms and terms you need to know:
MEDS (Medi-Cal Eligibility Data System)
AEVS (Medi-Cal Automated Eligibility Verification System)
The way this unified Medi-Cal SOC works is that all providers (except the
IHSS providers) input SOC data into MEDS to show that SOC has been paid
or obligated. Ordinarily, a provider will swipe the Medi-Cal beneficiary’s
BIC card in order to look up SOC data on a system called AEVS. This
system tells the Medi-Cal provider how much the total SOC is, and how
much of the SOC has not yet been paid or obligated (remaining SOC). The
Medi-Cal provider then knows whether to bill the beneficiary or bill MediCal for the service. If the Medi-Cal provider bills the beneficiary, the
amount billed is input and shows up in MEDS as part of the incurred SOC.
If a Medi-Cal beneficiary receives MRE from a non-Medi-Cal provider, or
receives MRE that are not reimbursable by Medi-Cal, the beneficiary must
take receipts to the County Welfare Department (CWD) Medi-Cal eligibility
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worker and have the information entered into MEDS. This part of the
process has not changed.
Obviously, the CWD cannot swipe the BIC card in order to determine how
much SOC remains and must therefore be paid by the IHSS recipient to the
IHSS provider. Instead, the CWD looks up the remaining SOC in the
MEDS system when processing the timesheet. This remaining SOC is then
deducted from the check to the provider instead of the full IHSS SOC, as
was done under the old system.
Therefore, under the new system, the SOC deducted from the check to the
provider can be less than the full IHSS SOC depending on what the MEDS
system shows. If the IHSS recipient has not paid or obligated any SOC, the
deduction from the provider check will be the full amount of the SOC
(prorated because of two monthly IHSS payments). If the IHSS recipient
has paid or obligated SOC for MRE, the SOC deduction from the check will
be the remaining SOC.
When the CWD determines the actual IHSS SOC and deducts that amount
from the check, the system generates two notices of action. One notice is
sent to the IHSS provider telling the IHSS provider how much to collect
from the IHSS recipient. The other notice is to the IHSS recipient telling the
IHSS recipient how much the IHSS recipient must pay directly to the IHSS
provider.
Potential Problems with New Share of Cost Rules
No Apparent Retroactive Processing of Buy-Out Amounts
The main problem with this system is that there may be a delay in Medi-Cal
provider MRE information showing up in the MEDS system. If the IHSS
SOC is deducted from the paycheck before the other MRE information
shows up in the system, the beneficiary will have to pay more than his or her
Medi-Cal SOC for both Medi-Cal MRE and IHSS services. Apparently,
there will be no retroactive SOC adjustments to correct this. Buy-Out
information will be processed between the 24th and 28th of the month. If
there is a glitch in the system so that the Buy-Out is not processed, the
beneficiary will be responsible for the entire Medi-Cal SOC for the month.
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No Proration of Share of Cost Deductions among Multiple Providers’
Checks
Under the new system, the first timesheet processed will result in the SOC
deduction from that provider’s check. If you have more than one provider,
SOC will not be prorated among the various provider checks.
Delays and Elimination of Direct Deposit In Advance Payment
Under the new system, advance pay with SOC checks will be processed
manually. Processing must be done on or after the first of the month.
Therefore, there will be a delay in receiving the advance pay check. Direct
deposit will no longer be available for advance pay checks.
Possible Ways to Avoid a Share of Cost
One thing to consider in all of this is that Medi-Cal beneficiaries who qualify
for the A&D FPL Medi-Cal program will not have a SOC for Medi-Cal.
Individuals currently qualify for the A&D FPL program if they have
incomes of less than approximately $1,047 per month. Therefore, only
individuals with incomes of more than $1,047 per month must spenddown to
$600 per month in order to qualify for Medi-Cal! For more information
about the A & D FPL program, go to: http://www.paica.org/pubs/524401.pdf and http://www.pai-ca.org/PUBS/545001.pdf.
If you have a SOC due to community deeming rules based on your spouse’s
or parents’ income if you are minor, you should see whether you can qualify
for a HCBS Waiver, such as the DD Waiver, under institutional deeming
rules. Once you are eligible for participation in a HCBS Waiver, you will
automatically have zero share of cost.
If your earnings cause you to have a share of cost, you may wish to have
your Medi-Cal program converted from the ABD MN to the 250% Working
Disabled Program (WDP). The 250% WDP allows an individual to retain
income up to 250% of the federal poverty level while still maintaining
eligibility for Medi-Cal benefits. You will have a monthly premium based
on your income but it will be considerably less than your monthly SOC if
you remain in the ABD MN program. For more information about the 250%
WDP, please refer to:
http://www.healthconsumer.org/cs032WorkingDisabled.pdf
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Potential Problems with IHSS and Medi-Cal Co-Administration
Acronyms and terms you need to know:
CMIPS (IHSS Case Management, Information, and Payrolling
System)
SCI (Statewide Client Index)
IHSS is administered by the California Department of Social Services
(DSS). Eligibility for IHSS in each county is determined by the county
welfare (or social services) departments (CWD). Medi-Cal is administered
by the California Department of Health Services (DHS). Eligibility for
Medi-Cal (for individuals who do not receive SSI) is also administered by
the CWD. However, separate units of the CWD determine IHSS and MediCal eligibility at the county level. The CWD is also responsible for
administering the provision of IHSS services, such as handling payrolling
transactions. Provision of Medi-Cal services is administered by DHS in
most cases and not the CWD.
DSS and the CWDs use the CMIPS computer system to administer the IHSS
program, including PCSP and IPW. CMIPS contains IHSS eligibility
information and payroll information. When a person first becomes eligible
for IHSS the CWD inputs the hours of need and provider information, and
generates a timesheet. When the timesheet is returned after the close of the
pay period (the 15th and 30th of the month for non-advance pay recipients)
the system generates a paycheck, which is sent directly to the provider. The
paycheck arrives 10 days after the close of the pay period—the 25th for pay
periods ending on the 15th and the 10th for pay periods ending on the 30th.
The paycheck has a timesheet attached, which is then submitted at the close
of the current pay period. This generates a paycheck with a new timesheet
attached, and so on and so on and so on.
DHS and CWDs use the MEDS system for Medi-Cal eligibility. DHS also
uses the MEDS computer system for Medi-Cal billing by Medi-Cal
providers, such as doctors and pharmacists. When a Medi-Cal beneficiary
presents for service, the doctor or pharmacist swipes the beneficiary’s MediCal BIC card to determine if the beneficiary has a share of cost for MediCal, and, if so, how much. If the beneficiary does not have a share of cost,
the provider bills Medi-Cal for the service. If the beneficiary has a share of
cost, the provider bills the beneficiary for the service and enters the billing
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information into MEDS to show that the beneficiary has paid or obligated
some or all of his or her share of cost. This transaction reduces the
beneficiary’s remaining share of cost.
Now that the CWD has to input IHSS share of cost transactions into the
MEDS system in much the same way that doctors and pharmacists do, the
CMIPS and MEDS systems must interface and reconcile various
transactions. This is done through the CALWIN system (CalWORKs
Information Network). The CALWIN system is the case management
system for the CalWORKs program. County IHSS workers often are not
familiar with the CALWIN system and must learn it. This may cause
problems with delays and improper or incomplete data entry.
Potential Eligibility Delays Arising From Erroneous Data Entries
One problem that can come up at the initial eligibility stages is an incorrect
interface between CMIPS and MEDS caused by multiple entries into the
system, incorrect date of birth or Social Security number in one or both
systems, and inaccuracies in other identifying information. Counties are
supposed to minimize this kind of problem by pulling basic eligibility
information into both the CMIPS and MEDS systems from something called
the SCI (Statewide Client Index). This is the first type of problem that is
likely to occur with the interface between CMIPS and MEDS and is the first
thing to watch out for with newly-eligible IHSS recipients.
Potential Medi-Cal Eligibility/Share of Cost Problems Arising with New
IHSS Cases Pending Full-Scope Medi-Cal Eligibility
Another problem is that for all new IHSS cases, the individual will be input
into the CMIPS system as an IHSS-R recipient until the Medi-Cal eligibility
information is pulled into CMIPS. These individuals should have state-only
zero share of cost Medi-Cal as long as they are IHSS-R recipients.
However, the state does not seem to be providing zero SOC Medi-Cal to
IHSS-R recipients, even though the state is legally required to do so. This
will result either in no Medi-Cal for IHSS-R recipients, or a double SOC for
both Medi-Cal and IHSS until the individual is coded from IHSS-R to either
PCSP or IPW.
New System’s Use of Aid Codes May Not Accurately Identify Some
Zero Share of Cost Cases
You may need to know that Medi-Cal and IHSS use the following aid codes
to identify whether or not an individual has a share of cost for Medi-Cal and
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whether or not the individual receives IHSS and, if so, under which IHSS
program:
SSI recipients—no share of cost
Aid code 10—over age 65
Aid code 20—individual with a disability
Aid code 60—individual who is blind
IHSS recipients (secondary Medi-Cal aid code)
Aid code 2L—IPW recipient
Aid code 2M—PCSP recipient
Aid code 2N—IHSS-R recipient

This second set of aid codes identifies the IHSS program that the individual
is in. It is used together with another Medi-Cal aid code such as one of the
SSI recipient aid codes listed above, or some other Medi-Cal aid code,
which may include aid codes for the A&D FPL program, Pickle eligibility,
Craig v. Bonta (SB87) eligibility, etc.
In addition, the CMIPS system uses the following discontinued Medi-Cal
aid codes for IHSS tracking purposes only:
Aid code 18—over age 65 and does not receive SSI
Aid code 28—individual with a disability and does not receive SSI
Aid code 68—individual who is blind and does not receive SSI

There are two problems with these discontinued aid codes: First, the use of
one of these aid codes does not mean that the IHSS recipient necessarily has
a share of cost for Medi-Cal or IHSS. For example, an individual who has
A&D FPL Medi-Cal does not receive SSI but does not have a share of cost
for Medi-Cal either. Second, these aid codes were used in the past to
provide zero share of cost Medi-Cal to IHSS-R recipients. If Medi-Cal has
discontinued the use of those aid codes for that purpose, then Medi-Cal is no
longer providing zero share of cost Medi-Cal to IHSS-R recipients, which is
a violation of the law.
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Chapter 7 Quality Assurance
State law now requires that the State and counties take steps to monitor
quality of services including through home visits to see if the services
authorized are being provided, if any of the services authorized are not
needed, and if there are needs for which hours were not authorized. See
ACL 06-35. Some of the Quality Assurance features include:
Routine Reviews
Counties must perform routine scheduled reviews of IHSS cases to ensure
that caseworkers are appropriately and accurately applying the rules and
policies for assessing a recipient’s need for services as reflected in his or her
authorization hours. This process will include home visits, desk reviews on
documentation and calculations, and optional telephone validations.
Targeted Reviews
Targeted reviews will focus on one issue that may affect key populations or
what the county perceives to be a problematic program area. Counties will
have the discretion to address any issue it believes will lead to overall
improvement of the quality of the IHSS program. The State’s suggestions
include reviews where the frequency of a particular county’s authorization
of a certain IHSS service exceeds the authorization of that service on a
statewide basis.
Verification of Recipient Receipt of Services
Counties will ask the recipients questions during home visits and telephone
validations regarding the frequency of their provider’s provision of services
and compare those reports with what is authorized. Over and underestimations may warrant further investigation for fraud and potential
overpayment, although the State advises counties to take the recipient’s
mental functioning into account during the interview process.
If You are Selected for a Reassessment
As stated in Chapter 4, a reassessment is a review of past assessments and
the current situation of the person. A reassessment will be done if the
county receives information that the situation of the person has changed.
Remember, once an individual has been found eligible for IHSS hours based
on an assessment of his or her needs, the county has the burden of showing a
change in circumstances or medical improvement which justifies a reduction
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in the previously assessed hours. At a hearing to challenge the reduction, the
prior determination of need would give rise to a rebuttable presumption that
the claimant continued to need attendant care services, based on the
County’s earlier determination. The State through its agent County would
have the burden of justifying any reduction based on changed circumstances
or medical improvement. If the hearing officer incorrectly imposes the
burden of proof on the claimant, this constitutes an effective denial of a fair
hearing.
If the county is seeking to reduce your hours or to eliminate a service (such
as protective supervision), the county has the burden of showing how you
have improved or how changed circumstances mean you need fewer hours.
Call DISABILITY RIGHTS CALIFORNIAto receive a copy of a memo
describing the county’s burden.
Fraud Detection
Counties must monitor the delivery of IHSS to detect and prevent potential
fraud by providers, consumers, and others and to maximize the recovery of
overpayments.
Among the things the County will be doing to detect fraud is reviewing
Medi-Cal charges to see if providers were paid for days the IHSS recipient
was in a hospital or nursing facility. (While you are not eligible for IHSS –
except for waiver personal care services authorized under a nursing facility
waiver - for days you are in a medical facility, some time should be
authorized for the day you go in and the day you come out.)
The State instruction materials also suggests targeting providers working
more than 300 hours a month when providing services to more than one
IHSS recipient to see whether the provider is working all the hours
authorized, whether claiming the same hours for two IHSS recipients, and
whether the quality of the services is compromised in light of the total
number of hours worked. The State acknowledges that working over 300
hours a month – not uncommon for a live-in provider with two or more
IHSS recipients – is not illegal. Once it has been established that there is no
fraud, that the IHSS recipients’ needs are fully and appropriately met, that
the hours authorized are being delivered, and that there is no duplication in
the hours authorized, then the county should move on to someone else.
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If the County suspects fraud, it will either coordinate with DHS in its own
fraud investigation if protocols are in place, or refer the case to DHS’
Investigations Branch. DHS is required to notify DSS, the county, and the
county’s public authority or non-profit consortium of any DHS conclusion
of reliable evidence of fraud by a provider.
A person is precluded from providing or receiving payment for IHSS for ten
years; following a conviction for, or incarceration following a conviction
for, fraud against government health care or supportive services program.
DHS will notify the public authority or non-profit consortium of the
provider’s ineligibility to provide services and requires the public authority
or non-profit consortium to exclude providers from their IHSS Registry
upon notice from DHS. (ACIN I-04-06.)
Overpayments
Counties will recover overpayments made to an IHSS provider to the extent
permissible under existing labor laws and/or by offsetting future provider
payments, executing a repayment agreement with the provider, by civil court
actions, or by offsetting five or ten percent of the warrants under certain
conditions.
IHSS and Third Party Liability
The Medi-Cal program is intended to be the payer of last resort; that is, all
other available third party resources must meet their legal obligation to pay
claims before the Medi-Cal program pays for the care of a Medi-Cal
beneficiary.
New law requires that counties implement procedures to identify and report
potential sources of third-party liability for IHSS services. Examples of
third-party liability resources include Workers’ Compensation insurance,
Long-Term Care insurance, Victim Compensation Program payments, and
civil judgments/pending litigations.
The notion is that these resources may be available to cover the costs of
services, create ineligibility for Medi-Cal due to excess resources, or result
in creating, or provide an increase in, a share of cost to the IHSS recipient.
However, at least with respect to civil judgments/pending litigation, the
State is limited to reimbursement from only that portion of a judgment,
award or settlement that represents payment for medical expenses arising
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from an injury for which another is liable. States are now prohibited from
seeking reimbursement for Medicaid costs from litigation proceeds that were
intended to cover items other than medical expenses, such as pain and
suffering and wage loss. The U.S. Supreme Court recently held that the
federal Medicaid anti-lien statute prevents states from attaching or
encumbering the non-medical portion of the settlement or judgment.
Arkansas Dept. of Health and Human Services v. Ahlborn, 126 S. Ct. 1752
(2006).
When the State imposes a lien in this context, it must send an itemized
billing of Medi-Cal benefits that were paid while the lawsuit was pending. It
is important to review the billing to see if the lien amount exceeds what was
earmarked for medical care in your settlement, award, or judgment and, if
that is the case, contact the State’s collection representative to modify the
lien amount accordingly.
IHSS and Estate Recovery 13
When the State files an estate claim, it is also required to send an itemized
billing of Medi-Cal benefits paid over your lifetime. It is important to
review the billing to see if there are any errors. As of September 1, 2000,
the State ceased collecting for the amount of IHSS paid. (ACL 02-35.) This
policy was reinforced in new regulations that became effective in 2006 and
payments made for services under IHSS are exempt from recovery.
California Code of Regulations, tit. 22, § 50961(c). Thus, if IHSS services
are included in the itemized billing, the State’s collection representative
should delete this from the billing.

13

Although technically Estate Recovery stands alone and is not a component of the new
Quality Assurance law, it is mentioned here given the similarity in approach one would
take when confronted with improper State billings under Estate Recovery to that of
improper State billings under Third Party Liability, which is a component of Quality
Assurance.
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Chapter 8 Appeals Process
When to Appeal
If you are challenging a reduction in hours or a termination of services, you
must request a fair hearing within the 10 days, before the notice of action is
effective, in order to continue receiving all your hours until the hearing is
over.
If you believe you have not been allowed enough hours, you may challenge
the county’s decision at any time. However, the Administrative Law Judge
(ALJ) may only give you an increase in hours for up to the three months
prior to your hearing request. If you ask for a hearing April 15, the ALJ can
go back to January 1. MPP 22-009.12. (You always have the right to ask
your county worker to reassess you to see if he or she agrees you need more
hours. If your county worker agrees, then you do not need to go to a
hearing.)
Notice of Action to Deny or Change Benefits
If the county denies or intends to change your IHSS services, it must give
you a written notice. The notice must include the following:
(1) The action the county intends to take,
(2) The reasons for that action,
(3) The specific regulations supporting the action,
(4) An explanation of the right to request a hearing, and, if appropriate,
(5) The circumstances under which aid will be continued if a hearing is
requested.
Generally, the notice of action must be mailed to you at least 10 days before
the effective date of the action. The 10 days does not include the date of
mailing or the date that the action is to take effect. MPP 22-001(a)(1); 22001(t); 22-071; 22-072; 30-009.236
What are the Timelines for Appeal?
If you are already receiving IHSS services, file the request for appeal during
the 10 calendar days BEFORE the Notice of Action is effective. If the
request is filed within this 10-day period, your benefits will not change until
there is a hearing and a decision issued. See Aid Paid Pending section below.
MPP 22-072.5
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A request for hearing MUST be filed within 90 calendar days after the date
of the county action or inaction. However, if the request is filed after the 10day period mentioned above, the benefits will NOT continue pending the
hearing. If you win at hearing, the judge may order back payment. The date
of action is the date the notice of action was mailed by the county. MPP 22009.1.
Note: the dare of the action is different than the effective date of the notice.
How to Request an Appeal
To request a hearing:
Fill out the back of the notice of action form and send to the address
indicated, or
Send a letter to:
IHSS Fair Hearing
State Hearings Division
Department of Social Services
744 P Street, Mail Stop 37-19
Sacramento, CA 95814
Give your name and state identification number and say that you want a fair
hearing because you do not believe you have been allowed the hours you
need. If you need the hearing to he held in your home, include that in your
request. If you need an interpreter or if you need an interpreter for someone
who will be testifying (such as your IHSS worker), include that also in your
request.
If asked, the county must furnish a duplicate copy of the Notice of Action if
the back of that form is used to request a hearing. MPP 22-004; 22-071.5
The written request is filed with the CWD. The address is on the Notice of
Action form with the information about the right to request a hearing. For
record keeping purposes, it is best to file a written request. MPP 22-004.2
You can fax the letter (in addition to mailing it) to 916-229-4110.
OR
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Call the toll free number at 800-743-8525 to request a fair hearing.
Remember to keep the county informed of any change of address during the
appeal process so notices for the hearing are received. And, remember the
deadlines for filing.
What is Aid Paid Pending?
Except under limited conditions, when a timely request for a state hearing is
filed within the 10 calendar days before the notice of action is effective,
IHSS will continue at the same level the person would have received if the
county had not taken the action. This aid paid pending the decision is not to
be considered an overpayment even if the decision is in favor of the county.
MPP 22-072; 22-073; 30-768.111
If adequate notice was not given to you as required and aid was
discontinued, suspended, canceled, terminated or reduced then the CWD
must reinstate the benefits retroactively. MPP 22-049.523
Aid paid pending will stop when you withdrawal or abandon the request for
a state hearing.
Scheduling Hearings
The State Hearings Division will mail or deliver to you and the county a
written notice of the time and place of the hearing not less than ten days
prior to the hearing. You may waive the 10-day requirement and accept a
shorter time period. MPP 22-045.3
State hearing requests involving issues of urgency that DSS State Hearings
Division deems necessary may be scheduled on an expedited basis. (All
County Appeals Letter, January 19, 2004.)
If you are unable to attend the hearing at the hearing location because of
poor health, the hearing may be held in your home or in another place agreed
to by the county and you. A hearing may also be conducted by telephone or
video conference instead of an in-person hearing if you agree. MPP 22-045.1
County Appeals Worker
After you file an appeal, you will receive from the state information about
your hearing rights and telling you the address and phone number of the
County appeals worker, the person who will represent the County at the
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hearing. Your IHSS file is in that office. Many appeals workers try to
resolve a dispute without a hearing. The appeals workers are often more
experienced and knowledgeable than the people you've dealt with in the
local office. The appeals worker may call you about a "conditional
withdrawal" so that a new assessment can be done. If you agree to a
conditional withdrawal of your appeal, you have a right to have the hearing
rescheduled if you disagree with the new assessment or a decision not to
authorize retroactive benefits.
Make clear to the appeals worker during the conditional withdrawal process
that the effective date of any retroactive benefits will be based on the
effective date relating to the original appeal. Get this assurance in writing as
part of the conditional withdrawal. This concern is based on the State
Hearings Division’s recent policy to treat appeals of redeterminations
following conditional withdrawals as new hearings requests. (Training
Bureau Note, Item 05-07-01A, July 6, 2005.)
The conditional withdrawal agreement must be in writing and signed by both
the county and the complainant. The agreement is required to provide that
the actions of both parties will be completed within 30 days from the date
the agreement is signed by both parties and received by the county. MPP 22054.211(b)(3).
Preparing for the Appeal
Accessing the Contents of your File
Upon request, the County Welfare Department (CWD) must allow you to
examine the case record during regular working hours. You have this right
both prior to and during the hearing. MPP 22-051.1; .2 Also, when
requested, the county is required to give copies of specific policy materials,
including regulations, necessary for you or to determine whether a state
hearing should be requested or to prepare for a state hearing. These copies
must be without charge or at a charge related to the cost of reproduction.
MPP 22-051.3
Get together information about how the County IHSS worker determined the
hours you were authorized.
f. Ask your worker for a copy of the latest needs assessment forms.
These county forms will include notes about why hours were or
were not authorized. Also ask for a copy of the most recent SOC
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293 form. The SOC 293 forms include information on the
functional ranking about what you can and cannot do. If you are
challenging a reduction, ask for copies of both your new and your
old county assessment forms and your new and old SOC 293 forms.
v.Ask for a copy of the sheets in your file where notes were made about
contacts and visits with you over the last year.
vi.

Ask your IHSS worker for a copy of the County's time-fortask guidelines. Remember, time-for-task guidelines may not be
used for personal care tasks.

vii.

Ask your worker for copies of any doctor or medical reports
in your file and for copies of any paramedical forms.
♦♦♦

Note: Welf. & Inst. Code § 10850(c) authorizes DSS to issue regulations
concerning access to case files, including access to case files by
applicants and recipients. The DSS regulations are in the Manual of
Policies and Procedures. These regulations are in Divisions 19
(confidentiality) and 22 (state hearings) and are available on the internet
at www.dss.cahwnet.gov/ord/CDSSManual_240.htm. These regulations
also apply when the services you receive or seek are covered under the
Medi-Cal personal care services program. Welf. & Inst. Code § 14100.2;
Cal. Code Regs., tit. 22 § 50111. The state access regulations supersede
any more restrictive County regulations. Welf. & Inst. Code §§ 10850(c)
and 14100.2(f). If you run into problems accessing your case file, call
Protection & Advocacy.
Manual of Policy & Procedures DSS Manual § 19-005.1 says any
recipient or applicant, or his or her authorized representative, may review
the file “made or kept by the county welfare department in connection
with the administration of the public assistance program.” You can
review medical records in your file. DSS Manual § 19-006 note. The
only records you cannot see are those covered by a specific “privilege”
such as the lawyer-client privilege that does not belong to you. DSS
Manual § 19-006. See, also, the state hearing regulations at DSS Manual
§ 22-051. The county welfare department must copy for you any
statutes, policy materials, or regulations needed to prepare for a hearing.
DSS Manual § 22-051.3.
♦♦♦

viii.

If IHSS reduced your hours, ask your IHSS worker for copies
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of the regulations listed on your reduction notice.
ix.

The IHSS regulations are in the Department of Social
Services’ Manual of Policy and Procedures. If you have access to
the Internet, you can find the IHSS regulations at
www.dss.cahwnet.gov/ord/CDSSManual_240.htm. There are four
entries for the Division 30 regulations. Skip the first entry. The
IHSS regulations start about 5 pages into the second entry, continue
through the third entry, and finish up in the fourth entry. You also
can get the All-County letters at
www.dss.cahwnet.gov/lettersnotices/AllCountyL_542.htm. Allcounty letters are directives the state Department of Social Services
sends to the counties. The letters cover a lot of programs; only a
few of the letters will be about IHSS.

County’s Position Statement
The County’s position statement summarizes the facts of the case and the
regulatory justification for the CWD action. It also includes copies of
documentary evidence and a list of witnesses which the county intends to
use during the hearing.
You are entitled to the County's statement of position two business days
before the hearing. If your hearing is on Friday, you are entitled to the
position statement Wednesday morning. (You are entitled to look at your file
at any time whether or not you have a hearing pending. See the note above
under paragraph 2.)
The County's statement of position will help you identify other evidence and
witnesses you may need. If you do not get a copy until just before the
hearing, you can ask to have the record left open to submit additional
evidence (such as letters or statements) to respond to any statement in the
County's position paper. Even if you get the County's statement of position
in time, you may still ask to have the hearing record left open so that you
may submit additional evidence.
Drafting your Position Statement
Although it is not necessary for you to have your own position statement at
hearing, our experience has shown that this level of preparation will enable
you to present a stronger case. Attached as F of this publication is a sample
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position statement involving IHSS services that you may wish to draw upon
as guidance in drafting your position statement.
Postponements
Postponements are granted under limited conditions. The ALJ may postpone
a hearing at any time before the hearing or at the request of the county at the
hearing. Reasons that establish good cause for a postponement by you
include:
(1) Death in the family.
(2) Personal illness or injury.
(3) Sudden and unexpected emergencies which prevent you or your
authorized representative from appearing.
(4) A conflicting court appearance which cannot be postponed.
(5) When the county, when required, does not make a position statement
available to you not less than two working days before the date of the
scheduled hearing.
(6) When the county has modified the position statement after providing the
statement to you and you waive the 90-day period within which a decision
must be issued. MPP 22-053.1; 14; 16; 22-073.253
Failure of you or your authorized representative to receive the hearing notice
is not good cause if the reason is because the CWD or DSS was not notified
of a change of address. MPP 22-054.222(a)(1)
The Hearing
The County goes first and says why your hours were cut or why you should
not have the additional hours you believe are needed.
The hearing will involve the presentation of evidence (testimony by
witnesses, letters, diary log, medical reports) about your needs in the service
category areas where you and the county disagree. The evidence should
explain what you need, how long it takes to provide the service, the reason
you need more time than that set out in the assessment or the County
guidelines, and what risks you may be exposed to if you do not receive the
level of services requested. IHSS fair hearings are informal. The important
thing is to explain why more time is needed. The best evidence is from the
people who provide you care and who kept a diary record of the time it
takes.
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Witnesses may include — in addition to the IHSS recipient — past and
present IHSS providers, regional center counselor, friends and family, etc.
For each witness, list the points you want that witness to make and cross off
each point as it is made.
You should be prepared to submit whatever documentary evidence you wish
the judge to consider at the hearing. Also, you should prepare in advance a
list of questions to answers you want the judge to hear from your and the
county’s witnesses. Although not necessary, we recommend that you also
prepare in advance opening and closing statements to make at the hearing.
A copy of all documents submitted by either you or the county at the hearing
is required to be made available to both parties. Be sure to have copies of all
your documents for the hearing officer and the CWD. The CWD is required
to provide copies of all documents to you free of charge. MPP 22-049.8
Compliance with the Decision
As soon as the county receives the decision, it must start action to comply
with the decision. MPP 22-078.1. You may contact DSS, orally or in
writing, you are dissatisfied with the compliance. DSS must take
appropriate action to ensure compliance with the decision. MPP 22-078.4.
Getting Help with your Hearing
For more help, call the regional center (if the IHSS recipient is a client), an
independent living center, a legal aid program, senior advocacy program, the
DISABILITY RIGHTS CALIFORNIAtoll free number (800) 776-5746, or
the Western Law Center for Disability Rights (213) 736-1031. To find out
the telephone number of the senior advocacy program in your area, call your
county office on aging or the State Department of Aging at (800) 510-2020.
If the county is seeking to reduce your hours or to eliminate a service (such
as protective supervision), the county has the burden of showing how you
have improved or how changed living circumstances mean you need fewer
hours. Call DISABILITY RIGHTS CALIFORNIAto receive a copy of a
memo describing the county’s burden.
For more information about the hearing process, visit the website of the
State Hearings Division at www.dss.cahwnet.gov/shd/default.htm.
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APPENDIX H
Sample Position Statement
May 20, XXXX
E.G.
920 XXXXX Blvd.
XXXX, CA
Dear Ms. G.:
You contacted the Office of Clients Rights Advocacy (OCRA) regarding the
provision of your son’s Personal Care Services Program (PCSP) services. Based
on our discussions, and review of John’s records, it appears that the Los Angeles
County Department of Social Services (County) was in error when it determined
the level of services for your son, John. Please feel free to submit this opinion
letter, along with its attachments, as your position statement at your upcoming
hearing against the County.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
The County improperly determined your son, John G.’s need for services through
the Personal Care Services Program (PCSP). The County underestimated John’s
personal care needs and improperly denied authorization of the ancillary services
he requires. John requires 209.53 hours per month in personal care and ancillary
services to remain safely in his home.
The County owes an underpayment to John for underestimating his personal care
needs, as identified herein, back to January 1, 2003. Further, the County must be
estopped from asserting that no state jurisdiction exists to address John’s claim to
retroactive payment for ancillary services arising from his 9/25/02 application.
The County’s written notice, dated 10/30/02, cites that John has alternative
resources to provide for his ancillary service needs. Yet, the County never
obtained a signed form from you or John’s provider voluntarily relinquishing
payment for these services nor apprised either of you of this option. Therefore, the
County owes an underpayment to John for the ancillary services provided, as
quantified below, back to 9/25/02.
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PROCEDURAL HISTORY
Your son, John, is a nine year-old boy with Cerebral Palsy who resides with you,
your husband, and your two other children. John receives supports and services
from Westside Regional Center. John is on the Medicaid Home and Community
Based Waiver for the Developmentally Disabled (DDS Waiver). As such, John is
eligible to receive zero share of cost PCSP services.
On 9/25/02, you contacted the County and requested John to be assessed for PCSP
services. On 10/24/02, Ms. C., the County social worker then assigned to John’s
intake, conducted a needs assessment of John. To facilitate the intake, Ms. C. had
you and John’s grandmother (your mother and John’s provider), fill out several
forms and provided you with all the copies you both signed. (Attachment 1.) On
10/30/02, Ms. C. issued a Notice of Action (NOA) authorizing John for 92.5 hours
of services. (Attachment 2.)
The NOA states that John’s “service assessment included consideration of
alternative resources for domestic services, meal prep, meals clean up, laundry,
food shopping, shopping/errand.” The NOA also states that such action is
supported by Manual of Policies and Procedures (MPP) § 30-763.6. On 1/2/03, the
County issued another NOA authorizing services identical to those listed on John’s
10/30/02 NOA. (Attachment 3.) Just like the 10/30/02 NOA, the 1/2/03 NOA also
did not authorize any ancillary services for John. Unlike the 10/30/02 NOA,
however, the 1/2/03 NOA provided no explanation as to why John would not
receive ancillary services.
On or around April 25, 2003, you consulted with OCRA regarding the County’s
authorization of John’s PCSP services. I asked you whether the County had ever
informed either you or John’s grandmother that any service authorized as
necessary for John’s in-home care but provided voluntarily as an alternative
resource is optional. You stated that the County had not informed either of you of
this. I asked whether you or John’s grandmother have ever signed a voluntary
services certification form electing not to receive payment for the specific services
the County determined, per the 10/30/02 NOA, as being delivered through an
alternative resource. You stated that you and your mother had not signed any
forms of this nature.
Accordingly, per OCRA’s recommendation, you filed an appeal on the County’s
authorizations of John’s PCSP services. Per OCRA’s instructions, you conducted
your own needs assessment for John by timing the tasks necessary to keep John
safely in his own home. You reported to OCRA the results your self-assessment. I
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confirmed with you today, upon showing you the form, that neither you nor
grandmother had signed the voluntary services certification form. (Attachment 4.)
You stated that you would have had personal knowledge of any form your mother
signed because she does not read English and would need your assistance in
translating any forms requiring her signature. OCRA has prepared this opinion
letter for you, detailing the assessment’s findings and providing legal analysis of
the circumstances in John’s case based on the applicable law.
ARGUMENT
I. John Requires 209.53 Hours Per Month In Personal Care And Ancillary
Services To Remain Safely In His Home.
Under the PCSP, John is entitled to receive both personal care and ancillary
services. The only limitations regarding service provision for individuals under 18
years old are found at MPP § 30-763.454. (Attachment 5, p. 2.) While the
regulation does, indeed, omit domestic services, it specifically includes provision
of related services at subsection (a). Thus, John is entitled to be evaluated for
personal care and related services, as ancillary services under the PCSP. What
follows is your self-assessment of John that reflects the service hours necessary to
meet his PCSP needs and the reasons for those services.
A. John Requires 183.98 Hours of Personal Care Services per Month to
Meet His Needs
1. Personal Care Services- 42.49 Hours per Week
a. Bowel, Bladder Care - 4.66 Hours per Week
The County’s 10/30/02 notice reflects 4.66 hours per week for this service. This is
an accurate figure and therefore, not in dispute.
b. Feeding - 7.58 Hours per Week
The County’s 10/30/02 notice allocates 4.08 hours for this service. This
determination underestimates his feeding needs by 3.50 hours. John requires
supervision and full assistance for each meal. (Attachment 6, p. 2.) This need,
along with all others listed in this self-assessment, was present prior to John’s
September 25, 2002 application date. (Attachment 7.) He is unable to feed
himself because he cannot independently utilize eating utensils. Therefore, it is
necessary for his provider to help feed John. John’s provider hand-over-hand feeds
John. To feed John his meals, breakfast takes 10 minutes, lunch takes 25 minutes,
and dinner takes 30 minutes each day. While John attends school each weekday,
he eats his lunch at home.
Total Need: 10 minutes x 7 days per week = 70 minutes
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25 minutes x 7 days per week = 175 minutes
30 minutes x 7 days per week = 210 minutes
Total Hours of Feeding per week: 455 minutes = 7.58 hours
c. Dressing – 6.95 Hours per Week
The County’s 10/30/02 notice allocates 2.80 hours per week for this service. This
determination underestimates John’s dressing needs by 4.15 hours. John requires
complete assistance in dressing. (Attachment 6, p. 2.) Due to the limited use of
John’s extremities, John cannot operate a buckle, button, or zipper and cannot tie
his shoes. John’s provider spends approximately 10 minutes getting John dressed
in and out of his clothing. Because of John’s constant drooling, the provider must
change John’s clothes, on average, 3 times daily. John is also unable to clean his
eyeglasses, and therefore, his provider cleans John’s glasses also 3 times daily,
spending approximately 1 minute to perform this task. Further, John wears hand
and leg braces and requires assistance fastening and removing them. (Attachment
8.) John’s hand braces are applied once a day and require 4 minutes to put on and
1 minute to take off. John wears leg braces during the day that are placed on him
twice a day, requiring 5 minutes to put on and 2 minutes to take off each time.
John wears special leg braces during the night that require 7 minutes to put on and
4 minutes to take off.
Total Need: 11 minutes x 3 = 33 minutes daily
33 minutes x 7 days =221 minutes per week
5 minutes x 7 days = 35 minutes per week
14 minutes x 7 days= 84 minutes per week
11 minutes x 7 days = 77 minutes per week
Total Dressing Hours per Week: 417 minutes = 6.95 hours
d. Ambulation - 3.00 Hours per Week
The County’s 10/30/02 notice allocates 1.86 hours per week for this service. This
determination underestimates John’s dressing needs by 1.14 hours. John’s
therapist has recommended that John attempt to use his walker in order to use the
muscles in his legs and feet. (Attachment 8.) Per the recommendations, John
attempts to use his walker, with close supervision by his provider to guard against
falls and to help John turn, due to his lack of coordination. These ambulation
exercises are in 20-minute durations and occur once a day on weekdays and twice
a day on weekends.
Total Need: 20 minutes x 5 = 100 minutes
40 minutes x 2= 80 minutes
Total Ambulation Hours per Week: 180 minutes = 3.00 hours
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e. Move In/Out of Bed- 1.86 Hours per Week
The County’s 10/30/02 notice allocates 1.86 hours per week for this service. This
is an accurate figure and therefore, not in dispute.
f. Bathing, Oral Hygiene, Grooming – 6.89 Hours per Week
The County’s 10/30/02 notice allocates 4.13 hours per week for these services
combined. This determination underestimates John’s needs in these service areas
by 2.76 hours.
(1) Bathing
John requires complete assistance with bathing. (Attachment 6, p. 2.) John has a
bath daily, including shampooing his hair, which takes 35 minutes from start to
finish. John’s provider must situate him in a bathchair and strap him down. John
is then cleaned with a sponge, shampooed, unstrapped from the bathchair, and then
dried off. Additionally, John’s provider must spend 2 minutes to clean John’s nose
with Ocean Nasal Spray daily because it gets very dry and bleeds. Further, John’s
provider cleans his ears 8 times a month, with each cleaning taking 2 minutes.
Total Need:
35 minutes x 7 days = 245 minutes per week
2 minutes x 7 days = 14 minutes per week
16 minutes/ per month = 4 minutes per week
Total Bathing Hours per Week: 263 minutes per week = 4.40 Hours
(2) Oral Hygiene
John requires assistance in accomplishing this task. (Attachment 6, p. 2.) John has
his teeth brushed three times daily at 4 minutes per brushing. John also has his
teeth flossed 1 time a day, which takes 4 minutes to accomplish.
Total Need: 12 minutes x 7 days = 84 minutes
4 minutes x 7 days = 28 minutes
Total Oral Hygiene Hours per Week: 112 minutes = 1.85 Hours
(3) Grooming
John is not able to comb his own hair. (Attachment 6, p. 2.) John’s provider
brushes his hair 2 times per day at 2 minutes per brushing. John’s fingernails and
toenails grow quickly so his provider must trim them once a week and spends 10
minutes per clipping for both.
Total Need:
4 minutes x 7 days = 28 minutes
10 minutes x 1 = 10 minutes
Total Grooming Hours per Week: 38 minutes = .64 Hours
Total Hours per Week for Bathing, Oral Hygiene and Grooming:
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263 + 112 + 38 minutes = 413 minutes = 6.89 Hours
g. Rubbing Skin, Repositioning, Help On/Off Seats, In/Out of
Vehicle- 10.75 Hours Per Week
The County’s 10/30/02 notice allocates 1.16 hours per week for these services.
This determination underestimates John’s needs in these service areas by 9.59
hours.
(1) Rubbing Skin
Because of John’s cerebral palsy, his extremities are constantly in a clenched
position. Per orthopedic instructions, John’s provider rubs the skin of John’s
hands, arms, feet, legs, and back to promote better blood circulation and help
reduce spasticity once a day for 20 minutes. (Attachment 8.) John also has dry
skin and requires lotion to be applied to his skin once a day for 5 minutes.
Total Need:
20 minutes x 7 times per week = 140 minutes
5 minutes x 7 times per week = 35 minutes
Total Hours Rubbing Skin per Week: 175 minutes = 2.92 Hours
(2) Repositioning
John requires assistance in moving from one sitting position to another.
(Attachment 8.) John’s provider repositions John approximately 4 times a day,
taking 2 minutes each time. John also requires to be flipped over 3 times nightly,
on average. (Attachment 6, p. 3.) Each episode takes 5 minutes.
Total Need:
8 minutes x 7 days = 56 minutes per Week
15 minutes x 7 days = 105 minutes per week
Total Hours Repositioning per Week: 161 minutes = 2.70 Hours
(3) Help On/Off Seats
John requires assistance in getting in and out of his wheelchair. (Attachment 8.)
John is placed in his wheelchair 5 times a day and each time takes 4 minutes. John
is taken out of his wheelchair 5 times a day and this task takes 3 minutes to
accomplish. Further, John is repositioned 5 times each night while asleep. Each
nighttime repositioning takes 5 minutes.
Total Need:
20 minutes x 7 days = 140 minutes per week
15 minutes x 7 days = 105 minutes per week
Total Hours Help On/Off Seats per Week: 245 minutes = 4.08 Hours
(4) In/Out of Vehicle
John requires assistance in getting in and out of a vehicle. (Attachment 8.) John is
placed into the car seat once a day on the weekdays and twice a day on the
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weekends at 4 minutes each time. John is removed from the car seat once per day
on the weekdays and twice a day on the weekends at 3 minutes each time.
Total Need:
4 minutes x 9 times = 36 minutes
3 minutes x 9 times = 27 minutes
Total Hours In/Out of Vehicle per Week: 63 minutes = 1.05 Hours
Total Hours per Week for Rubbing Skin, Repositioning, Help On/Off Seats,
In/Out of Vehicle: 175 + 161 +245 + 63 minutes = 644 minutes = 10.75 Hours
h. Care/Assistance with Prosthesis and Administration of Medication.80 Hours per Week
The County’s 10/30/02 notice allocates .70 hours per week for this service. This
determination underestimates John’s needs in these service areas by .10 hours. As
stated above, John constantly drools which, along with his food spillage, requires
his wheelchair to be cleaned regularly. The cleaning process requires John’s
provider to take John’s wheelchair apart, wash its parts and straps, and put it back
together. The entire process takes 20 minutes to complete and is done on a weekly
basis. Further, John requires assistance with administration of his medication,
Tegratol, to control seizures. (Attachment 6, p. 4.) John must take Tegratol twice
daily and each administration takes 2 minutes to complete.
Total Need:
20 minutes x 1 = 20 minutes
4 minutes x 7 days = 28 minutes
Total Hours per Week: 48 minutes = .80 Hours
B. John Requires 25.55 Hours of Ancillary Services per Month to Meet His
Needs
1. Related Services 5.78 Hours per Week
a. Prepare Meals-2.92 Hours Per Week
There is no time allocated for this service in the County’s 10/30/02 notice of
action. John must have his food mashed in order for him to eat it. No other family
member requires food to be mashed, and thus, this need is not met in common with
the other household members. Therefore, this service cannot be prorated, but
rather, authorized based upon John’s individualized need. Breakfast takes 5
minutes to prepare. Lunch requires 10 minutes to prepare for John. John’s dinner
takes 10 minutes to prepare.
Total Need:
25 minutes x 7 days = 175 minutes
Total Meal Preparation Hours per Week: 175 minutes = 2.92 hours
b. Meal Clean Up– 1.86 Hours Per Week
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The County’s 10/30/02 Notice allows no time for this service. To clean up after
John’s meals, breakfast takes 2 minutes to clean up, lunch takes 5 minutes to clean
up, and dinner takes 6 minutes to clean up. In addition to the cups, plates, bowls,
and eating utensils John uses, John’s bib must be cleaned and changed after each
meal. John also has a tray that requires 1 minute of cleaning after each meal.
Total Need: 16 minutes x 7 days = 112 minutes per week
Total Meal Clean Up Hours per Week: 112 minutes = 1.86 Hours
c. Routine Laundry – .70 Hours Per Week
The County’s 10/30/02 notice allows no time for this service. Laundry facilities
are located on the premises. Because there are five people in John’s family, his
prorated share for the weekly laundry would be 12 minutes per week, assuming he
had no further need for this service. But, as stated above, John constantly drools
on his clothes and bed sheets. To avoid the onset of mildew, John’s provider must
do 2 extra loads of laundry per week. Loading, unloading, folding, and putting
away these two extra loads take an additional 30 minutes.
Total Need: 42 minutes
Total Laundry Hours per Week: 42 minutes = .70 Hours
d. Shopping for Food – .20 Hour Per Week
The County’s 10/30/02 Notice does not provide any time for this service. There
being five people in the household, John’s pro rata share of the household’s food
shopping needs is 12 minutes per week.
Total Food Shopping Hours per Week: 12 minutes = .20 Hour
e. Other Shopping and Errands – .10 Hour Per Week
The County’s 10/30/02 Notice allows no time for this service. There being five
people in the household, John’s pro rata share of the household’s other shopping
needs is 6 minutes per week.
Total Errand Hours per Week:
6 minutes = .10 Hour
2. Transportation Services-.12 Hours per Week
The County’s 10/30/02 Notice allows .12 hours per week for this service. This is
an accurate figure and therefore, not in dispute.
II. The County Must Be Estopped From Asserting That No State Jurisdiction
Exists To Address John’s Claim Arising From His September 25, 2002
Application.
Estoppel may be asserted against the government where “justice and right require
it.” City of Los Angeles v. Cohn, 101 Cal. 373, 377 (1894). “Generally speaking,
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four elements must be present in order apply the doctrine of equitable estoppel: (1)
the party to be estopped must be apprised of the facts; (2) he must intend that his
conduct shall be acted upon, or must so act that the party asserting the estoppel had
a right to believe it was so intended; (3) the other party must be ignorant of the true
state of facts; and (4) he must rely upon the conduct to his injury. [Citations]”
Canfield v. Prod, 67 Cal. App. 3d 722, 730-731 (1977), quoting Driscoll v. City of
Los Angeles, 67 Cal. 2d 297, 305 (1967).
Counties are responsible for informing IHSS recipients of their rights and
responsibilities in relation to eligibility and need for services and for assisting
recipients as needed in establishing their eligibility and need for service. Counties
are also responsible for complying with administrative standards to insure timely
processing of recipient requests for service. MPP § 30-760.2. (Attachment 9.)
Ms. C., as a social worker for the County, is responsible for following the MPPs,
as promulgated. Ms. C. was familiar enough with MPP§ 30-763.6 to have cited it
as a basis for precluding authorization for John’s ancillary services in the 10/30/02
NOA. As such, Ms. C. was either aware or should have been aware that she
needed to properly inform you of the County’s requirement, per MPP§ 30-763.64,
to obtain certification from John’s provider on voluntarily providing services
without compensation. (Attachment 10.)
But Ms. C. only painted half the picture for you and John’s grandmother because
she never produced the voluntary services certification form for John’s
grandmother to sign, even though Ms. C. had John’s grandmother sign other forms
during the intake process. Ms. C. intended for you to rely on her illegal denial of
services, under the guise of “alternative resources,” because she cited it as her
reason in the 10/30/02 NOA. Prior to your consultation with OCRA, neither you
nor John’s grandmother were aware that the County was required to obtain a
signed statement from the provider of record agreeing to provide any PCSP
compensable service voluntarily, consistent with what MPP§ 30-763.64 and MPP§
30-757.176 require. (Attachment 11.) You have detrimentally relied on the
County’s illegal conduct to your injury because the improper denial on ancillary
services has resulted in fewer compensable PCSP services for John, which, in turn,
makes providers less willing to serve him given the magnitude of his needs.
Given these circumstances, the County must be estopped from asserting that no
state jurisdiction exists to address John’s claim for retroactive payment for
ancillary or “related services” arising from his September 25, 2002 application.
Applying equitable estoppel here will not contravene any public policy because it
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will simply place John in the correct position he would have been in had the
County performed its duties consistent with what the regulations require.
Additionally, John’s personal care services should be reauthorized as calculated
above, as this assessment accurately reflects John’s needs. Upon reauthorization,
the County will owe retroactive payment for John’s personal care services dating
back to January 1, 2003. The County’s “action” in this case, their authorization of
92.5 PCSP hours for John, is ongoing and not fixed to a particular NOA issuance
date. “Where a request for a state hearing concerns the current amount of aid the
request shall be filed within 90 days, but the period of review shall extend back to
the first of the month in which the first day of the 90 day period occurred.” MPP §
22-009.12. (Attachment 12.)
CONCLUSION
“There is no question that the obligation to pay aid to which an applicant is entitled
is a debt due from the county as of the date the applicant was first entitled to
receive aid and that the right to receive benefits vests in the recipient on the first
date of his entitlement thereto.” Canfield v. Prod, 67 Cal. App. 3d 722, 728
(1977), citing Tripp v. Swoap, 17 Cal. 3d 671, 682-683, 685; Bd. of Soc. Welfare
v. County of L.A., 27 Cal.2d 81, 85-86 (1945); Leach v. Swoap, 35 Cal.App.3d
685, 689 (1973). The record and applicable law make clear that John requires
209.53 hours of PCSP services per month. John’s 25.03 hours of monthly
ancillary related services were wrongfully denied by the County on 10/30/02. The
County must be estopped from barring John’s recovery back to his September 25,
2002 application date for this service shortage. John is also entitled to difference
between the level of personal care services he currently receives and the level of
personal care services he requires, as described above, back to January 1, 2003, per
MPP § 22-009.12.
If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to call me.
Sincerely,

XXXXX XXXXX
Clients’ Rights Advocate
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ATTACHMENT

DESCRIPTION

NO. OF PAGES

1

Complete Copies of All Intake Forms Ms. C. Provided

12

2

County Notice of Action, 10/30/02

1

3

County Notice of Action, 1/02/03

1

4

SOC 450 Form, Voluntary Services Certification

1

5

MPP §§ 30-763.44 through 30-763.46

2

6

Individual Program Plan, WRC, 1/28/03

7

7

Individual Program Plan, WRC, 2/11/02

8

8

Letter, S. L., Physical Therapist, 5/20/03

1

9

MPP §§ 30-760.2

1

10

MPP §§ 30-763.6

2

11

MPP §§ 30-757.176

1

12

MPP §§ 22-009.12

1
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APPENDIX I
ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS USED IN THIS MANUAL
A&D FPL Aged & Disabled Federal Poverty Level
ABD MN

Aged-Blind-Disabled Medically Needy

ACIN

All County Information Notice

ACL

All County Letter

ACWDL

All County Welfare Directors’ Letters

AEVS

Medi-Cal Automated Eligibility Verification System

ALJ

Administrative Law Judge

BPL

Benefit Payment Level

CALWIN

CalWORKs Information Network

CMIPS

Case Management, Information, and Payrolling System

CMS

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services

CWD

County Welfare Department

DD

Developmental Disabilities

DHS

California Department of Health Services

DRC

Disability Rights California (formerly Protection & Advocacy, Inc.)

DSS

California Department of Social Services

EPSDT

Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment

FFP

Federal Financial Participation
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HCBS

Home and Community Based Services

IHO

In Home Operations

IHSS

In-Home Supportive Services

IHSS-R

In-Home Supportive Services Residual Program

IPW

Independence Plus Waiver

MPP

Manual of Policies and Procedures

MEDS

Medi-Cal Eligibility Data System

MNIL

Medically Needy Income Level

MRE

Medi-Cal Recognized Expenses

MSSP

Multipurpose Senior Services Program

OCRA

Office of Clients’ Rights Advocacy

PCSP

Personal Care Services Program

POS

Medi-Cal Point of Service Device

PRUCOL

Persons Residing in the Unites States Under Color of Law

SCI

Statewide Client Index

SOC

Share of Cost

SSI

Supplemental Security Income

SSP

State Supplementary Payment

WDP

250% Working Disabled Persons Program

WPCS

Waiver Personal Care Services
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Can someone else
supplement pay?

283 severely impaired for severely
impaired (needs 20 or more
hours/week for personal care,
paramedical and meal prep) or 195
nonseverely impaired
Yes, if given directly to provider.

• All Services except
Restaurant Meal
Allowance
• All providers except
spouses and parents of
minor children.
• No Advance Pay
Maximum 283 hours/month
(except for Protective
Supervision: 195 hours for
nonseverely impaired, 283 hours
for severely impaired)
No, but can pay for hours not
covered such as time in between
tasks if pay provider directly;
others can pay provider directly
for share of cost.

Services and
Providers?

Severely/Nonseverely
Impaired?

• All Services including
Restaurant Meal Allowance
• All providers including
spouses and parents of
minor children.
• Advance Pay

Federal Medicaid 50%. Of
remaining 50%, County pays
35% & State 65%

Funding?

• All Services including
Restaurant Meal
Allowance
• All providers including
spouses and parents of
minor children.
• Advance Pay
283 severely impaired for
severely impaired (needs 20 or
more hours/week for personal
care, paramedical and meal prep)
or 195 nonseverely impaired
No, but can pay for hours not
covered such as time in between
tasks if pay provider directly;
others can pay provider directly
for share of cost.

Recipient does not receive fullscope Medi-Cal or
Recipient does not receive MediCal with FFP.
Includes individuals who receive
state-only Medi-Cal, primarily
lawful permanent residents and
persons residing in the United
States under color of law
(PRUCOL) who are not eligible for
full-scope Medi-Cal with FFP
County pays 35% & State 65% of
Federal Medicaid 50%. Of
remaining 50%, County pays 35% total cost
& State 65%

IHSS Residual (IHSS-R)
Program, Welf. & Inst. Code §
12300 et seq.

Beneficiary receives full-scope
Medi-Cal with federal financial
participation (FFP).
Includes SSI beneficiaries; 1619
SSI beneficiaries (people who
work even though disabled);
Pickles; other Medi-Cal programs
including A&D FPL; or Working
Disabled; DD Waiver & NF
Waiver people.

Beneficiary receives full-scope
Medi-Cal with federal financial
participation (FFP) but is not
eligible for PCSP because of:
1. advance pay, or
2. parent or spouse provider,
or
3. receiving restaurant meal
allowance.

IHSS Independence Plus
Waiver (IPW) Program, Welf.
& Inst. Code § 14132.951

Eligibility?

Note: Look first for
IHSS Medi-Cal Personal Care
eligibility under PCSP, Services Program (PCSP),
then IPW, then IHSS-R Welf. & Inst. Code § 14132.95

IN-HOME SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
IHSS PERSONAL CARE SERVICES PROGRAM (PCSP) * IHSS INDEPENDENCE PLUS WAIVER (IPW) *
IHSS RESIDUAL PROGRAM (IHSS-R)

Parent Provider for
Minor?

Spouse provider?

Not covered because relative
provider. (If recipient has a
spouse provider under the IPW or
IHSS-R program, all the
recipient’s providers are paid
under the IPW or IHSS-R
program)
Not covered because relative
provider. (If recipient has a
parent provider under the IPW
program, all the recipient’s
providers are paid under the IPW
program)

For nonmedical personal care
services, paramedical services and,
if prevented from working,
protective supervision &
transportation.

Those eligible for full scope MediCal but not with federal financial
participation and therefore not
eligible for IPW when the provider
is spouse/parent.

For nonmedical personal care
services, paramedical services
and, if prevented from working,
protective supervision &
transportation.

All providers including spouses
and parents of minor children.

